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O Meh Lady,
Don' turn your head away!
Don' you hide dem stars o' you'n,
Dee shinin' in de day!

2.

For de whole wull ev'ywhar,

De bluebird is a-singin'

Und' de sky so blue,

In de old apple tree,

Tells me to be happy,

An' de meanin' o' he song

An' I's lovin' you.

Hit's comin' heah to me;
For he says, " Be happy, happy,
Wile de sky is blue"—
I'se only glad, Meh Lady,
^ hen I'se heah wid you.

De daisies lookin' up
In de wavy medder grass,
An' I heah 'em say,
"Summertime don' las';
Better to be happy

O Meh Lady,

Wile de sky is blue"—

Don' turn your head away;

An' I cyarn' be happy

Don you hide dem stars o' yoi

Les' I'se wid you.

Dee shinin' in de day,
For de whole wull ev'ywhar,
Und' de sky so blue,
Tells me to be happy,
An'—I'se lovin' you.
SELECTED
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"Meh Lady":

Through the editor and her staff of the College Annual for 1908, request

has been made of me for a "short history" of the industrial school which I attended a "long
time ago," in Columbus, and the Industrial Institute and College of Mississippi, up to date.
I appreciate the honor thus conferred upon me.
laudable work, put refusal beyond question.

Courtesy, and a desire to be a factor in every
MEH LADY'S request shall be complied with;

and however imperfectly the work may be done, the short history shall be written.
The Industrial Institute and College is the crown jewel of the great State of
and a shining ornament to the beautiful city of Columbus.

Mississippi

Its stately buildings and beautiful

campus; its varied and thorough curricula; its president and faculty of fifty or more teachers
and officers; its more than eight hundred girls, each herself a bright jewel from some Missis
sippi or Southern home, all combine to make it the pride and glory, not only of our State, but
of all our beloved Southland.
In the splendid Industrial Institute and College of today, "History repeats itself."
ago there was an industrial school in Columbus.
"

COmPa"Son

and

In that school of the long ago, though small

short-lived, may we not see a dim phophecy, and in this, the Industrial

Institute and College, a marvelous fulfillment ?

It was a private enterprise, conducted by the

Reverend C. C. Preston, educated, as memory serves me, at Marietta, Ohio.

He was a youim

married man of pleasing personality and of progressive ideas and methods.

He tatmht in

several localities in the town;-first a school for boys only-girls were admitted later
m advance of his generation and taught on the "inductive" plan.
text-books he gave us many lessons in "nature studies.»
an

Decades

He wn

While using his regular

He took his boys out on the commons

into the old fields, or by some stream, and taught them habits of observation and valuable

.essons.

There were lessons in practical anatomy, of the circulation of the blood, the brain and

M E H L A D Y

its divisions into the cerebrum and cerebellum, and the play of the lungs; lessons in the study
of leaves and flowers

and stones.

The "pudding stone," we learned was a mass of rounded

pebbles, held fast in a rocky cement; and the "ink ball," found on the oak, was the "nidus"
of some insect larvae.

We were instructed in phrenology, the character and significance of

cranial bumps, as taught by Doctor Gall and Doctor Spurzheim.

About all the technical

music learned by this writer, of the staff and the bar, with the old-shaped notes, "fa," "mi,"
" l a , " "sol," was given in lessons on the blackboard. Such were some of the methods and
lessons of our versatile teacher.

Without a knowledge of Shakespeare, we were inducted

into the great poet's school of philosophy, that,
There are tongues in trees, books in the running brooks,
Sermons in stones, and good in everything."
Mr. Preston, being a minister of the gospel, cared for the moral and religious character
of his pupils, as well as their mental culture.

The school work of each day began with religious

exercises—a short Bible lesson, perhaps, with singing and prayer.

A number of the pupils,

while members of his school, professed conversion and entered Christian life.
During his last session in Columbus, Mr. Preston occupied a house fronting north, on
Last Main Street, since modernized and for some time known as the "Keeler house."
while teaching here that he introduced the special industrial feature into his school.
his patrons were some of the best citizens of the town.

It was
Among

The boys were to do outdoor work

with such implements as "the shovel and the hoe," while the girls were to occupy themselves
indoors with needlework, or other tasks suited to their more delicate and deft fingers.

The

last two hours were set apart for industrial work.
The girls of that day were as beautiful and bonnie, and the boys as blithe and joyous, as
the girls and boys of today.

A marked coincidence appears in that the industrial school of

former days was but a block or so away from where now standt the magnificent domicile of

MEH LADY.
the boys.

And nearer still to the college campus was the plot of ground for the work of

Thus it happens that here, near the same locality where the school girls and bovs

of 1840-41 romped in their play and shouted in glee, the college girl now responds to the call
of the tennis court and the basketball team.
The plan of garden work, a large, circular walk, with other walks radiating from the center,

IV
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remains, still unfinished, on memory's tablet.
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The song which the youthful laborers sang to

beguile their semi-toil also lingers in memory—a negro melody running thus:
"I went down to Shinbone Alley
Long time ago,
And there I saw my Miss Sally

'*

Long time ago."
And when the verse came to an end, some more gifted lad would improvise and sing:
Tra, la, la, ling, ding, ding—y, long time ago"—
and the song would continue.

This was not of our teacher's selection.

They would be unlike

most girls if some bevy of MEH LADY'S daughters, promenading corridor or campus walk,
did not at times sing a snatch of song not found in the music teacher's repertoire, like this:
"I love coffee and I love tea,
I love the boys, and the boys love me,"
keeping step the while with the rhythm of the verse.
The lines given below, of one of our teacher's songs, pathetic and plaintive, have often
come to mind:
"Those evening bells, those evening bells,
How many a tale their music tells,
Of youth and home and native clime
Since last I heard their soothing chime!
*

*

*

*

*

*

And so twill be when I am gone,—
Their tuneful peal will still ring on,
And other bards shall walk these dells
And sing your praise, sweet evening bells.
Those evening bells, those evening bells,
How many a tale their music tells!"
And thus, today, while bn, few „f ,he b„ds

of

,he

|ong ago

college girls sing the praise of the "Sweet Evening Bells."

^ ^^
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Almost phenomenal have been the popularity and growth of the Industrial Institute and
College of Mississippi.
history.

But the limits of this article permit only a brief survey of its life and

Interesting details and names worthy of mention here are left unwritten.

To Miss

Sallie E. Reneau, of Grenada, Mississippi, is accorded the honor of first proposing a State
school for young women.

Her proposition appeared before the Civil War.

After the war,

the subject was again discussed in the State papers and the school earnestly advocated by
both men and women; among the latter Mrs. Annie C. Peyton and Mrs. John G. Hastings.
The college was organized in 1885, with "Doctor R. W. Jones, a Christian gentleman,
a ripe scholar, and an able educator," as its first president. To his wise and able administration
is largely due the stable foundation of the school, its scholarship, its popularity, and its high
moral and Christian standard.

Much credit is due also to the noble women of his well-chosen

Faculty, who gave him their enthusiastic cooperation and served in the early days.

The resig

nation of Doctor R. W. Jones, after three years, was deeply regretted throughout the State.
Mr. Charles H. Cocke was the second president.

He was a cultivated, scholarly gentle

man, and sought to keep in line with his predecessor.

He tendered his resignation after two

years, in March, 1890.
Professor Arthur H. Beal was elected president in June, 1890, and resigned at the end of
one year.

Doctor Robert Frazer was next called to the presidency and held the office from

1891 to 1898.

Some improvements were made during this administration, and the enrollment,

about three hundred and fifty girls, continued to tax the capacity of the dormitories.

Twice

during these changing administrations an interregnum occurred, during which Miss M. J. S.
Calloway, chairman of the Faculty, was acting president.

Miss Calloway was a teacher of

superior ability, a lady of high, womanly, Christian character, and for a number of years was
virtually vice-president of the college.
Mr. A. A. Kincannon, State Superintendent of Education, was elected president in 1898.
His office was invested with well-defined and increased prerogatives and powers, and
of unwonted expansion and popularity was introduced.

an era

A number of new buildings were

added, and the number of students was doubled. The enrollment was eight hundred and six
teen in 1906—07, and over one hundred were turned away for lack of room.

Mr. Kincannon

16
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reluctantly retired at the close of this session, having been elected
of Mississippi.
Mr. Henry L. Whitfield, State Superintendent of Education, was unanimously elected
by the trustees as the sixth president of the Industrial Institute and College.
the duties of his office in July, 1907*
of the college.
piciously.

and

He assumed

in September following, opened the twenty-third session

The session, under Mr. Whitfield's administration, began and moves on

aus

There are now enrolled eight hundred or more girls, while more than two hundred

were turned away for lack of accommodations.
Although a State institution and unsectarian, yet, "its principles and influence are dis
tinctly Christian.

President Kincannon, in one of his biennial reports, said:

"Self-reliant,

cultured, Christian womanhood is the lofty ideal of the Industrial Institute and College for
every young life committeed to its care."
day's work.

Short religious exercises in the chapel begin each

All students must attend some particular church during the year.

school, by college authority, is conducted in the chapel every Sabbath morning.
is required to become a member of this school.
national preference.

A Sundav

Every student

It is divided into classes, according to denomi

With its hundreds of pupils and its fatihful teachers, sitting and learning

at the feet of Christ Jesus, the great teacher, this is perhaps the largest Sunday school in the
State.
The Young Women's Christian Temperance Union and the Young Women's Christian
Association are voluntary organizations, tending to the moral and religious status of the college
The Young Women's Christian Association has for its object "to develop the social imel
lectual, and especially the Christian lifeof the young women," and it exerts "a powerful Christian
influence in the college."

Within its scope are Bible classes and mission study classes

enrollment for t 9 o6-o 7 numbered five hundred and sixty members.

It

It makes liberal contri

but,on annually for missions, for association work in other colleges, and for orphanage homes
of the State.

The influences for good of this association, combined with other & reli

giou s

features of the college, upon the student body, cannot be fully estimated or overstated.
An elect lady of Christian life said some years ago, "Yes, this is woman's day »
was a true witness.

Tl

'

This is woman's day of opportunity, to enter open doors to wider field!

M E H L A I) Y

of activity and usefulness, in the cause ot God and humanity.

'7

The Industrial Institute and

College stands for the equipment and preparation of young women for their high mission.
And through the thousands of young lives that go out from its halls, the college stands for the
uplift of the great State of .Mississippi, and for the betterment of the world.
The world was sad!

The garden was a wild!

And man, the hermit, sigh'd—till woman smiled."
T . C. W I E R .

M E H
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Wt M?t 3Ipmt a iHoru nf iflatj
We met upon a morn of May,
When gleamed the fields along the way;
We met upon a morn of May,
And walked together through the day.
The wild plum bloomed beside the road;
Across the pastures orchards glowed;
And through the faintest purple haze
T each blossoms shone, a rosy maze.
The vagrant breeze that stirred our hair
Set buds a-swaying, and the air
Was thrdled with scents from wood and croft
And clover fields deep-dewed and soft.
All day your hand lay close in mine,
The while we walked in ways divine—
Ah me! the years are long since then!
Yet still in dreams I feel again
Your hand in mine. Once more 1 know
I he joy of winds that gently blow,
With tales of violets that grow
Where reedy streams flow soft and slow.
The perfumed wild plum stirs as then,
And mist-encircled once again,
The orchards bloom beside the wav
While wakes the perfect, golden day.

In dreams, in dreams—for but a day
APnngtime and youthtime hold their sway.
e m et upon a morn of May,
But parted at the close of day.

NONA OLIVER ARCHER, '03.

MOTTO:
COLORS:

Orange and Black

"Ad astra per aspera"
CLASS FLOWER:

Black-eyed Susan

©ffirrrs
VIVIEN MCQUISTON
ZULA CURRY .
BETTIE LESTER
SADIE HAMM .
F.DNA SULLIVAN

. President
. Vice-President
Secretary and Treasurer
Historian
Poet

*
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There s a woman like a dewdrop,
She's so purer than the purest."

Like the modest little violet in all but one respect
she is heard for her much talking.

Though the wo,

teases Li Mae about everything and everybody, she receh
it all with singular sweetness and good humor.

She lit

on love and coffee, but that is sufficient nourishment
support her powers of procrastination, which are woruh
' •
Y e h a S 3 b r i g h t ' q u i c k m i n d ' a n d if I we
Traddles I would call her "the dearest girl in the world
'08

r'

Y

m

Society; b! S

m

B°0kk£;ep,ng; Y" W-

°f

C. A. Cabin,

BaPtist

M ^i°na
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Columbia

"Not to reioice too much at fortune's smile,
Nor at her frown despair;
This makes a man happy."

Trials may come and trials may go, but Luce's
brow always maintains that calm, placid, serene expres
sion. Worrying is not in her line; "'Let tomorrow take
care of itself" is her policy. Although she is as lively
and full of fun as any of us, to many she aDpears quite
dignified, and especially to a certain girl, who, indeed,
believes her a goddess born rather than one of our number.
President of Methodist Missionary Society; Spec
tator Staff;

Normal Diploma; Certificate in

raphy; '08 B. B. Team; B. A.

Sardis

\N M TH O R N T O N CA R O T H E R S
"The sweetest thing that ever grew,
Beside a human door."

And grew and grew and grew.

For God, when he

uave the world sweetness, thought, and nobility of characonerously gave these qualities in quantity. Anne
tcr,
ii;as
1S a
a powerful
Hivwnui scientific mind-and she can burn up
1

laboratory utensils at a mark.

A FI

.

11

T-V-ImnQt CV-

After all, the most ex

pressive thing we can say of her is, "She's nice to squeeze,
and we love her because there's more of her.
Certificate in Dressmaking; B . S.

Mb:

Phonog

M E H
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Chesterville

LORA CARRUTH
"She was a scholar, and a ripe, good one,
Exceeding wise, fair, and persuading;

Lofty and distant to those that knew her not,
But to those that sought her, sweet as summer.11

The qualities which distinguish Lora from all other
people are modesty, gentleness, earnestness, faithfulness,
and sweetness.

She is one of the few members of our

class who never neglect
pleasure.

their college duties for any

Though she seems gentle and

quiet, she

possesses a will which conquers every obstacle.

We all

love her for her sweet disposition, which is seldom ruffled.
We consider her as a very precious article done up in a
small package.
Spectator Staff;

Normal Diploma;

Musical History; A. B.

RUBY CAULFEILD

Gloste

"My mind to me a kingdom is,
Such perfect joy therein I find/

Ruby is one of the most intellectual members of
the class, and whatever she does, she always does well.
She is very fond of languages and sight-singing ("I
but sing because I must"), and delights in teasing her
roommate and knocking her other classmates whenever
she gets a chance.

She always looks out for number

one, and pretends to be a "man-hater."

Fame will

surely crown her when she publishes her marvelously
wonderful dreams.
Treasurer Y. W. C. A.; Music Editor of MEH LADY ;
Certificate in Dressmaking; '08 Basketball
President of "P. O." Circle; B. A.

Team;

Certificate in

25

"There is in you all that we believe of Heaven;
Amazing brightness, purity, and truth,
Eternal joy, and everlasting love."

Never do the perplexing struggles of

school life

disturb Alma's calm, gentle, sympathetic nature.

She

always meets you in the same way, and in her presence
you feel the sincerity of her being.

She never talks

much, but we have heard that she is partial to winter
weather,

and

especially

ambition is to teach.

to

"Snow."

Her

greatest

She is one of the few of our class

who enjoy the privilege of a minimum amount of work
the last term.

Her faithfulness to duty, loyalty to her

class, and trueness to her friends have left their impres
sion on all who know her.
Normal Diploma; Certificate in Dressmaking; B. S.

' All that life can rate,
Worth name of life, in thee hath estimate;
^outh, beauty, wisdom, courage, virtue, all
That happiness and prime can happy call."

Zula is one of the hardest students in our class
and her diligent application, combined with the marvel
ous powers of her intellect, has made her three-years'
career at the college remarkably successful. With a
strong and earnest purpose, and without making a dis
play before others, she carries out almost everything she
undertakes, though we are forced to admit her inability
to master the art of tying her tie before coming to break
fast, or to secure a flattering picture of herself for the
Annual
To those who know her slightly, she seems
rather distant and determined in her opinions; but to
those who know her well, she appears sweet and lovable
Her fondness for Janie Hill is equaled only by her love
for stenography and sight-singing.
Vice-president Senior Class; Editor in Chief of
Spectator-, 'oS B. B. Team; Normal Diploma; Certi
ficate in Telegraphy.

26
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.

.

Inverness

"The soul, secured in her existence smiles
At the drawn dagger, and defies its point."

Dauntless, daring, and brave, she attempts every
thing and accomplishes almost everything she attempts.
There is only one thing whieh has in any way shaken
her faith in her ability—that is "that horrid Monday
theme."

"Ye gods!" she cries regularly every Monday

morning, " I have forgotten that theme, but I just must
.tell you what my little brother did before I go to write
it."

Sheis most enthusiastic in all college affairs, espe

cially in anything pertaining to athletics.

An excellent

basketball player, a most generous "rooter," loyal to
her class, and a staunch friend.

Her happy disposition

and merry face have left their impression on all her
associates.
Certificate in Millinery; President of Athletic Asso
ciation; '08 Basketball Team; B. S.

U LIE E ICHHOLTZ

Columbus

"Fie upon this single life!
Forego it.""

Ulie is tall and graceful, and possesses a perfectly
modeled hand and a perfectly arranged suit of golden
brown hair.

Her sanguine temperament is reflected

in the soft ease of her movements.

She is a gem; because

she's wholly indifferent to satellites.

She is cheerful

and sometimes wonderfully loquacious.

Her laboratory

hours are spent in pensive musing on the possibilities
of the stronger sex; and 'tis thought, Columbus may
not be her home town" for very long.
Certificate in Art; B. S.

M E H
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ETHEL HALBERT

.

.

.

.

S t a r k v i l l e

"Worth, courage, honor—these, indeed,
Your sustenance and birthright are.'"

What can make hearts gladder than Beadie's merry
laugh ?

Surely, her smile is contagious, for no one can

be sad in her presence.

Her friends are too numerous

to count; still she shares "Elizabeth" with them all
She has time for everything that is asked of her, and
she has not yet been given an impossible task.

Beadie

boasts of her long sojourn at the college, but all the
Seniors rejoice that the Class of '08 may claim her.
Certificate in Dressmaking; B. S.

Meridian

SADIE HAMM
"She is pretty to walk with,
And witty to talk with,
And pleasant too, to think on."

The pretty, indifferent Sadie of former years has
given place to the lively, jolly, much-adored Senior.
She looks upon life with what might have been called
in damsels of old a haughty mien.
ambitions are hid

Enthusiasms and

behind calm, smiling eyes.

Like

Cleopatra, "Custom can not stale her infinite variety."
It is true that she is fond of "handing out packages,"
but the fascination of her manner and her trueness to
her friends win for her numberless admirers.
Editor in Chief of MEH LADY; Varsity,'08; Normal
Diploma; '08 Basketball Team; Certificate in Phono
graphy; Historian
Team; B. A.

'08;

Business

Manager Varsity
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Columbia

RUTH GARDNER HATHORN
"True as the dial to the sun,
Although it he not shined upon."

Ruth is a very quiet, gentle, and unassuming ij;irl
as meek as a lamb (until some one crosses her, and then—
well, you will live to regret it).

She is not given to much

talk, but when she does express her opinion, she is very
positive, and it takes a mighty force to move her.

She

has very strong likes and dislikes; is a true anil loyal
friend to all to whom she professes to be, and not a few
are included in this list.

She has a great many troubles,

the greatest of which is her inability to draw like Gibson
and Christy. However, she makes up for this in her
success as a vocalist ( ?).
Normal Diploma; B. A.

LOUISE HOLMES

. . .

Hattiesburg

"Tresses that wear
Jewels, but to declare
How much themselves more precious are."

Louise's happiness lies partly in the consciousness
she has of it, partly in the revelation of the mirror—
that's necessarily so—but really in her good heart. From
this source spring those qualities that cause her "hearty"
laugh and make her many friends.

Her quickness of

perception and her unusual ability of action make in
her a buoyant spirit. Her roommate can find no fault
in her; most certainly, then, we can not.
Normal diploma; Certificate in Dressmaking; Busi
ness Manager of Spectator; '08 B. B. Team; B. & A.

#
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LAURA HOWARD

Columbus

I know thou rt full of love and honesty,
And weigh st well thy words before thou givest them breath."

Laura is a girl of strong character, earnest purposes,
and high ambitions, ever faithful to all her duties.

Al

though she may have a great deal to do, she possesses
that peculiar faculty of "doing things and getting rid
of them

in a remarkably short while.

Kind, affection

ate, deeply sympathetic, always in a good humor, she
is never too busy to lend a helping hand to her classmates
and other friends.

She is apparently of a quiet tempera

ment, but to those who know her intimately, that underlying genial good humor is well known and strengthens
her friendships day by day.

In fact, she is one "who

can smile when everything goes dead wrono-."
Normal Diploma; B. A.

MARTHA HUNTER

Sardis

"And thou are worthy; full of power
As gentle; liberal-minded, great,
Consistent; wearing all that weight
Of learning lightly like a flower."

Martha is one of the smartest girls in the class.
She studies very conscientiously and earnestly, and leads
all her classes.

The youngest member of the class, she

vies with Li Mae in being the smallest member, too.
She is just as sweet and good as she is bright.
attractive, dignified, and quiet.

Very

Inordinately fond of

Sophomores and basketball games.

A member of the

Trio ; always trying to tease her roommates into
something.

Very artistic in her tastes; fond of arran

ging her hair in the latest fashions.
Art Editor MEH LADY ; Certificate in Fine Arts;
B. A.

3°

BETTIE LESTER

Jackson

.

"The very room, cos she was in,
Seemed warm f'om floor to ceilinV1

Bettie certainly makes herself felt wherever she is.
If she is not laughing or talking, her smile and eyes
speak for her.
attempts

is

Her ability to accomplish anything she

unquestioned.

Although

she

is

always

burdened with work, she is never too busy to help those
who need her; and she even seeks opportunities of doing
good.

The only people who do not love Bettie are

those who have missed the joy of knowing her.
Business Manager of MEH LADY;
W. C. A.; Secretary and

Secretary of Y.

Treasurer of '08;

Normal

Diploma; Certificate in Phonography; Spectator Staff;
'08 B. B. Team; B. A.

VIVIEN MCQUISTON . . . .

Aberdeen

"The truest friend is she,
The kindliest lass in doing courtesy.""

Affectionate, brainy, unselfish, sympathetic. Adjec
tives fail us in describing Vivien—Vivien, the guardian
angel of the student body, the right-hand man of the
President—-Vivien who has been in everything and taken
her turn at running everything in college. With her
quaintness, her simplicity, and her loving spirit, she
reminds us of the gentle "mayde of ye olden tyme,"
but her executive ability, her athletic interests, and her
general broad-mindedness prove her to be an up-to-date
college girl—a combination the charm of whieh cannot
be surpassed. Would you know her oratorical powers,
you must hear them for yourselves as she presides at a
student body meeting! Is there anything she cannot
do ? Ask the teacher on her floor!
President Class of '08; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Secre
tary Athletic League; Certificate in Millinery; '08
Varsity; Captain '08 B. B. Team; B. A.

JANIE HILL MILLER .

.

.

.

West Point

Her heart is as great as the world, but then, is no room in it to
hold the memory of a wrong.''

Ihroughout the long years of school life, Janie Hill
has maintained her jolly, light-hearted disposition, never
worrying over her lessons, and never neglecting them.
Her favorite study is German.

She is one of the most

enthusiastic members of the class, but never forgets to
calm down with a

Sh!' when enthusiasm grows too

high in the class meetings.

At the basketball games, she

is ever ready to tie the "orange and black" high on our
goal, and never lets our spirits weaken even if the oppos
ing team is scoring high.

She is true to her friends,

but her roommate, Zula, holds the highest palce in her
affections.
Normal

Diploma;

Certificate

Business Manager '08 B. B. Team;
German Club; Spectator Staff; A. B.

BELLE MOSS

.

.

.

. Memphis, Tennessee

"A little learning is a dangerous thing;
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian spring."

Belle truly believes that a "little" learning is dan
gerous, and for this reason she is not content with surface
knowledge, but drinks deep of the fountain of learning.
No girl in the class has a finer

intellect and more charm-

ing personality, and, although naturally reserved and
quiet, she has firm

convictions, and staunchly defends

them when occasion

demands.

She enters into all

class plans with enthusiasm, and is ever ready to do her
share, whether great or small, with all her power.
Certificate in Dressmaking; Certificate in Domestic
Science; President Senior French Club; A. B.

in

Stenography;

President Senior

ELVIRA NEWBY

.

.

.

C o l u m b u s

"O woman! thou wert fashioned to beguile;
So have all sages said, all poets sung."

Vi is a very lovable girl and seems to have especial
charms for at least two members of the Sophomore class.
We feel sure, though, that the one immortal member of
our class will not lead the innocent children astray.
is especially gifted in English.

Vi

Her chief occupation lies

between writing love stories and breaking test tubes.

She

has always ranked among the first of her class, a place
which her brilliant mind gave her without much hard
work; and if all we hear is true, she also holds the first
place in "somebody's" heart.
Literary Editor of
Domestic Science; B. S.

EDNA SULLIVAN
Yes, in her garden grow far more than herbs and flowers—
Kind thoughts, contentment, peace of mind,
And joy for weary hours."

And blossom, too, and bear the fruit of many lovin
acts
I hat behind her bright smile and gentle manrn
are hidden a straightforward determination and a fir,
devotion to duty, every late-comer to the dininu- r 0 o,
knows to her sorrow. Edna's ability to perform s
well her many tasks, and this without hurry or impa
Hence, is truly wonderful. She is a shining light in th
Classroom, and the delight of every professor's heart
but the real brightness of her mind is displayed by he
poetic gen.us, the products of which grace many page
of MEH LADY . And all the rest of the acts of Edna
how she worked, and how she talked, and how sh<
served her fellow-students, are they not written in th,
chronicles of the presidents of the Y W C A
A
>l.e book, of oor
"
"P<"
and La„sV'

w^Tf

ASRCCI
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MARY BARRY ROGERS
"A thing of fire

and dew."

How shall we describe her ?
speak for herself?
am I for:

Seeee

Or shall we let her

"Rah! rah! rah! who in the world
niors!"—accompanied by a mad

rush for the basketball and a frantic jump into mid-air.
This is but a specimen of the overwhelming energy and
enthusiasm with which she plunges into everything that
comes her way, whether it be getting up a Y. W. C. A.
meeting, beautifying the campus, or acting a high tragedy
role in Shakespeare.

Bubbling over with college spirit,

and inspiring it in everybody around her, generous to
a fault, the truest friend ever, she is truly of a tempera
ment most intense in her gladness, her sadness, but of
her madness when she is mad—beware!
Normal Diploma; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Treasurer
Athletic League; Spectator Staff; Annual Staff; '08 B.
R. Team; President of Presbyterian Missionary Society
B. A.

Sardis

ALENE WEST
"Those true eyes.
Too pure and too tender in aught to disguise
The sweet soul shining through them."

Alene is the quietest, gentlest, and "dearest" girl
in our class.

Her soft voice and winning manners make

friends for her everywhere.

Though she has her faults,

like the rest of us, her sweet nature smoothes over all
mistakes, and you couldn't get "mad" at Alene for the
world!

She is a most faithful and zealous student.

A

member of the "Trio" and a devotee to B. S. work and
chemistry teachers.

Very much addicted to calling

her friends
pills and
for her roommates.
Alumnae Editor
making; B. S.

cows," and is always looking

Spectator; Certificate in

Dress

Air:

Heidelberg

It was the fall of 1904
That brought us here, you know;
It was the fall of 1905
That we had cares galore;
Now that we've passed through Juniorhood,
And are gay Seniors at last,
Why do we worry or have a care
For sorrows that are past?

Now it is fated we must leave
This dear old I. I. and C.
Mother of our cares as well as joys,
Faithful to thee we'll be.
Here's to the girls to us e'er true!
Here's to the "profs" as well!
When we come back again to you,
This same old tale we'll tell.

CHORUS
O Senior Class! O Senior Class!
Your face can ne'er grow old,
For of your work and of your power
The half has not been told.
Juniors, Sophs, and Freshmen dear
All hate to see you go,
And ever at the I. I. and C.
They'll say, "We love them so!"
Venus, Saturn, and Mars,
We are the lucky stars,
Juno scraps and Jupiter rates
All for the Class of Naughty-Eight.
i-2~3~4-5~6-7-8-9-IO-I

'-12-13-14-15-16-17-18-19-20-21-22-23-24-25-26Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! S-e-e-e-e-niors!
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Is it worth while—the time we've spent
In careful preparation ?
Have they been long, these years we've toiled,
In hopeful expectation ?
Did we regret when summer's end
Had closed a glad vacation ?
No, though we've sometimes thought it vain,
To strive to reach the hill-top;
Though we've been tired and longed to rest,
And sighed, "Could we but stop;"
Though we have met discouragements
That made our spirits drop,
Yet we've gone on to victory,
And we love our college days.
Each hour seems precious to our thoughts,
Each effort calls forth praise;
No failure is despised by us,
We'll prize e'en them always.
Our hearts are full now as we stand,
On the threshold of new fields;
Although bright hopes and brighter views,
The smiling future yields,
We know that when we face the world,
We've characters for shields.
To the Great Teacher would we give
All thanks and all our praise;
To the dear Father of us all,
Would we commit our ways;
And to the good of all mankind,
Would we dedicate our days.

EDNA SULLIVAN.
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With Apolmhrs to (Chaurrr
W han that September with hire breezes swete
Hath somer robbed of moste of hire heate,
And bathed every mind in business thoghte,
Of which al save school opening is but noghte;
(So priketh hem students in their corages):
Than longen they to goon on pilgrimages,
And specially, from every county's ende
Of Mississippi, to Columbus they wende,
The wonderful grete college to enter,
That hem for life will helpen to prepare.
Bifel that in one seasoun on a day,
Whan girles were streeming in from every way
Redy to starten on a new school yeare,
Some with hearts sad, and some with never a fear,
At last was come into that dormitorye
Wei seven and twenty in a compaignye,
Of sondry folk, by aventure y-falle
In felowshipe, and Seniors were they alle,
That their longed-for diplomas wolden holde;
Though none of hem laid claime to being olde.
But natheless, whyl I have tyme and space,
Er that I ferther in this tale pace,
Me thinketh it accordant to resoun,
To telle you al the condicioun
Of ech of hem, so as it semed me,
And who they weren, and of what degree;
And eek in what spirits that they were inne:
And at a knight than wol I first biginne.
A Knight there was, and that a worthy one,
That fro the tyme that she first bigan
To go to schole, she loved exercyse.
In basketball she won a sovereign prys.
And to hir bokes Mary Barry gave good hede;
She was as meek of port as any mayde.
With hir, ther was Sadie Hamm, a yong Squyer,
An editor and a stenographer.
Studying she was, or planning, al the day;
She was as freshe as is the month of May.
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A Yeman was Laura Howard by name.
From out of toun to schole ech day she came.
Wei colde she get hir lesson, every one.
It pleased hir muche to the Deutsch Club to come.
There was also a Nonne, Belle Moss,
That of hir smyling was ful simple and bolde,
Hir gretteste ooth was but, "O my soule!"
And French she spak ful faire and fetisly,
After "La Bande Joyeuse," precisely.
She was so gentle, she wolde feel remorse
If in a trap she sawe a little mous
Caught by the head, so that it oped its eye;
At such a sight this nonne colde scarce but crye.
A Monk ther was, a fair for the societye,
An out speakers, that lovede coquetrye;
This Louise Holmes leet olde thinges pace,
And held after the newe world the space.
Why should she studve, and make hir-selven thin,
Over a boke in cloistre alwey to leane ?
Ther was a Frere, a wantown and a merye;
Hir eyes were round and brown as is a berye.
Ful many a scene sketched she at hir owne coste,
Unto hir classe she was a noble poste.
Ful wel biloved and famulier was she,
With girls of every age, and eek from ech partie.
Hir name has broght hir fame, I do aver;
This worthy frere was cleped Martha Hunter.
A Marchant was ther, L. Baylis by name,
Who "from Columbia" always said she came.
A paire of glasses wore she on hir nose.
She could "bear dance," or whate'er else she chose.
Domestik Science loved she beste of alle
But eek she loved tennis and basketballe.
A Clerk ther was, of Koscuisko, also,
That gave hirself to I.ogic longe ago.
For hire was levare have at hir beddes heed
Twenty bokes, bounde in blak or reed,
Of German, French, or Pedagogye,
Than prettye clothes, or skates, or jewelrye.
Of studye took she moste care and moste hede;
And Zula Curry was this worthy maide.
A Sergeant of the Lawe was V. McQuiston,
So great a stump speakere was nowher noon.
For hir grete learning and heigh renoun
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Of smiles and praises hadde she many oon.
Nowher so busy a girl as she ther was,
And yet she semed bisier than she was.
A Frankelyn was in this compaignye;
Black was hir haire as is the crowe.
Now, this was Pattie Garrett, yow all knowe.
Wei loved she very oft to eate and drink
To liven in delyt was hir desir, I think.
At feasts hir house anowed with al things good;
No guest colde kepe from eating, if she wolde.
With us ther was a Doctour of Physik,
In al this worlde ne was their noon hir lyk
To speke of physik and of surgerye;
For she was grounded in Anatomye.
She carried girles to toun whene'er she choese,
To have them as to eyes or nose.
I his smale maiden grown since years y-go,
Was none other than Li Mae Bacot.
A good wife was ther of bisyde Bathe,
W ho grete renoun for hir much speking hathe.
For hat-making she hadde grete fame,
And Edna Marianna Duncan was hir name.
Of hir large family loved she wel to speake,
And of "affairs of the heart" she said much, eek;
Of remedies of love she knew perchance,
And how to run Athletics as well as dance.
Of Ednas ther was still another one,
And she was cleped Edna Sullivan,
A poore Parson of a little toun;
She hadde not words nor works nor wits;
Her hobby was at writing to make hits;
On all occasions tried she to compose
Yet from hir pen no poems ever rose.
With hir ther was a Plowman, Ruth Hathorn,
Who for alle sorts of shirking hadde scorn.
A trewe worker and a good was she
Devoted to hir Sis and to Patti.
Hir mission, thoghte she, was a schole to teache,
Wher she colde after fame and honor reche.
The Miller was a big girle, Annie Carothers;
Much fatter was she than were alle the others.
To hunte hir roommates was hir chiefest taske;
In German answered she whate'er was aske;
But at the Gym refused she to runne,
Loud laughed she when resting tyme hadde come.
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A gentil Mannciple of Sardis was ther,
Who had rede lippes and coal blak haire.
They cleped hir Aline West,—one of "The Frio.
Ofte found she tyme to the litel store to go.
Hir classmates addressed she as "cows," or "pills,
And boldly did she clashe hir room-mates' wills.
The Reve was a sclendre colerik girle:
Hir haire bedeked she mooch with puffe and curl:
The men wel liked she hir friends to calle;
To hear hir speke, you'd think she loved them alle.
Of Pennsylvania, too, often she spoke,
For in that regione lyved hir father's folke.
Hir name, a Deutsch one was, Ulie Eicholtz;
In toun she dwelt, and she colde daunce and waltze.
A Somnour was ther with us in that place,
One Ruby Caulfeild, known by name and face.
Of wit and learning hadde she grete stoore;
Sixe languages she spake, and no more.
In sighte-singinge found she grete delighte;
She teased hir poore roommate day and nighte.
Hir tinye sister ruled she with a frowne;
By hir lone selfe moste ofte went she to toune.
The Pardoner was Newby, a storye writer.
Ful loude she sang, "Com hider, love, to me!"
Ans straight came "little Mitchell" and Birdie.
Vi loved hem bothe; and she with form so talle,
Posed for hir friends as a being immortale.
A Shipman was ther, who went ofte by raile,
l or to West Pointe o'er lande she colde not saile.
This one, Janie Hill Miller, was y-clept;
By hir roommate's warm side closely she kept.
Wel colde she act a man! "Ein deutsche Mann,"
She posed a husband, and colde sew a button on.
A Haberdasher, too, Lora Carruth,
Who withoute fear or favour spake the truthe.
Too fraile was she for dormitorye wayes,
So at "the Bishop's" happily passed hir dayes.
Her classmates learned, by some straye hookes or crooke
I hat she was fonde of men as well as bokes.
A Cook they hadde withen them, in very truthe;
She'd been in schole since earlye in hir youth.
Though she Domestik Science hadde not learned
I he genius for serving in hir burned.
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For parties she prepared fine thinges to eet,
And everyone thoghte Beadie Halbert swete.
A Carpenter was with us, leane and talle,
But Alma Cook was not too thinne at alle.
Code worke did she in hir loved B. S. course;
She colde schole teche, and eek colde drive a horse.
A Webbe, a Dyere, and a Tapicer
Were eek with us everywhere we were.
Ethel and Mabel Jackson, and M. Kramer, too;
Of instrumentale musike very muche they knew.
Swetely they played, and muche plesur they founde,
In feastes and clubs and frolikings around;
And one gladde daye, these same wourthy wightes,
Took alle the Seniors oot to see the sightes.
They rode for houres and feasted on a lunche,
And entertained most royally the Senior bunche.
A semely one our hoste was to our eyes,
A "business managere," and a studente wise.
To talke and talke and talke was hir delighte;
And no one else colde talke with hir in sighte.
She loved hir roommate, "Viv," and manye others,
And boasted hirself lese large than A. Carothers.
Of course, yow al knowe to whome I refer;
Why, to be sure, our hoste was B. Lester.
Now have I told you shortly, in a clause,
Th'estat, th'array, the nombre, and eek the cause
Why that assembled was this compaignye
In Columbus, at this gentil dormitorye;
But sholde I trye to tell their doings alle,
And of the thinges that to hem did bifalle,
'Twolde tire yore pacience, be it grete or smale.
Bi sydes, if in the cominge yeres of tvme
You rede the histories of this age sublime,
You'll lerne of eech of these, named in these pages;
They'll be immortalized by bardes and sages.
Also I pray you to forgyeve it me,
Al h ave I nat set folk in hir degree.
Here in this tale, as that they sholde stonde;
My wit is short, ye may wel understonde.
EDNA SULLIVAN, '08.
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It is a strange fact that when we have a heartache it always aches the hardest and most
hopelessly when we first

wake up.

Little Betty herrell was indeed alone, or, more expressively, "by herself."
day she had first
home to her.

Ever since the

entered the college, the very meekest of little strangers, the place had been

But now they were all gone, the dear, happy days, for, after the exercises of the

morning, when she would be presented with the diploma she did not want, there would be no
longer a place for her here.

Do not envy the girl, reader.

For each diploma is a dismissal;

each one says to its proud receiver, "You have played long enough, and now you must begin
life in earnest."
She rose and laid out the thin white dress she was to wear to the chapel.

It was the

gift of one of her teachers and the pride of her girlish soul, that naturally longed for the dainty
and beautiful.

Lovingly she smoothed the delicate folds, fondled lightly the lacy ruffles.

The

simple little gifts that she had received seemed pitifully few in comparison with those which
her classmates had received from friends at home.

She could hear them now out in the hall

"Look what my sweetheart has sent me."
Girls, my father is the grandest man that ever lived,

just look a-here."

Oh, do come quick and smell these darling flowers."
Poor Betty tried hard to keep down the feelings that would make her heart ache, and
tell her over and over again that she was envious.

A knock at the door caused her to dry

her tears and say as cheerfully as she could, "Come in," to the old negro woman that presented
herself.
Here s sumpin' a nigger brought here for you, Miss Betty, honey.

It's a present, I reckin."
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Quickly, eagerly, Betty tore open the little package which was not addressed, and found
within the daintiest pearl brooch imaginable, and a note which said:

"Dear Miss Betty, will

you accept this gift from one who has long admired you at a distance ?

Respectfully yours,

John Fairfax."

After the first
ment.

"Oh" of surprise and delight, doubt began to take the place of astonish

"How do I know this is mine, Aunt V.ney r

I do not know this person.

Are you

sure it is for me?"

"Ves, Miss.

He sho' said you and no mistake."

Verily, ,he happiest g„l i„ ,cho„l ,ha,

litt|e

Be[ty

Ferrell, .t„ fel, like .he heroine

of some delightful rontance, a, with heating heat, the dressed for the graduating

Cliapter

2
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He had already sent her a brooch of pearls, and now, with his friend Saint George, was awaiting
her coming.
Who has not felt a strange thrill—or, better, chill—at hearing the opening chords of the grand
march and watching the long line of young girls file slowly up the aisle ?

The music went to

John's head and his heart beat very fast as the girl of his dreams glided past him, radiant and
brilliant. "What a queen!" he thought. "Diamonds would have suited her better than pearls.
Now she was moving into her place upon the platform.

Her proud eyes rested indifferently

upon him for an instant, then turned with a brilliant smile of welcome to Saint George, who
was glowingly smiling back.

"I am a fool," thought John, as he turned to watch the

others.
A dainty little girl in purest white with misty dark hair caught his eye.

He noted the

agitated expression, the tremulous lift of the chin, the brave little smile, and here he gave such
a start that Saint George was frightened.

For against the lace at her throat gleamed the very

pearls that he had sent to another girl.

Honest John was much perplexed, but, strange to

say, he was not at all displeased.
"Must have been a mistake," he told himself. "At any rate, they look more at home on
that soft little thing than they would on the goddess."

Through all the tedious exercises he

watched her, while long, stately speeches were delivered by pompous men who began with
many bows; listened eagerly when her name was called, "Miss Betty Ferrell,

as which she

came timidly forward to receive the great paper, with its important-looking seal.
was all over.

At last it

Speeches had been made, diplomas delivered, congratulations offered.

Amid

the rush of friends, proud parents, and effusive schoolgirls, upon the graduates, John saw
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Betty, the new Betty, leave the chapel by a side door, unnoticed.
was bent in earnest conference with the other Betty.

Saint George's yellow head

He found himself alone in the throng,

silent in the midst of the chatter.
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And honest John's voice trembled as he stood looking down at her, with all the pleading in
the world in his earnest glance.
torment filled her eyes.

As for Betty, tears of shame, anger, mortification, misery,

Her fingers

clutched at her throat nervously, as she hastily unpinned

the brooch and handed it to him.
"Sir, I am mortified beyond expression.
must have thought me!"

No, no, I cannot take it.

What a little fool you

The last word caught in the sob that just would come.

big heart yearned for her suffering, even though he felt hurt and repulsed.

John's

Rut he felt that

further beseeching would be in vain.
"Come, Miss Betty," please don't feel that way about it.
ments for committing such a blunder.

I deserve ten thousand punish

Will you come and walk with me in the Park ?

It

will do you good, and, maybe, you will forgive me after a while." If ever man had a friend at
court, John had one in that summer twilight.

Strolling the broad path that wound among the

trees, on the soft mellow evening, with great big John beside her talking earnestly, with his
honest eyes gazing down into hers, how could Betty deny him anything? Their mere walking
together, the very sound of their footsteps keeping slow, even tread upon the turf seemed to
express companionship.
sweet smile.

She soon repaid him by drying her tears and smiling her own grave,

New, strange thoughts were surging through the hearts of both.

By and by

Betty heard from afar the familiar tinkle of the supper bell,—-her last supper, which for so long
she had dreaded.

But now, instead of being sad, she was happy, because a new vision for

her future lay before her, and shone dazzlingly before her young eyes, shining with love and
tenderness.

For what is youth, if its heritage is not to look forward ?

that always sees joy ahead!

Give us eternal vouth

M E H
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Fearful lest this be his last opportunity to see her, even while

resolving that it should not be, John lingered.

With bared head bent low to see the face that

drooped like some gentle flower, he held the little brooch toward her.
"Will you have it, Bettv?"
"Yes, John."
ELVIRA NEWBY, '08.
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Olive and Old Gold

Yellow Chrysanthemum
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institrg of thr (£lass of 101H

N SEPTEMBER of 1903 our class
Institute and College.
our

began

life at the Industrial

During the first year of our college life,

babyhood, we suffered

various and

sundry misfortunes,

among them the measles, a thing not wholly unknown to some
of our present Juniors.

YVe admit that we were infants during

these first two years; but we have long since found that there
is a beginning and an ending to all things.

During the last part

of our A Normal year, we did what few other classes have doneelected a president.

But she has long ago left us and taken upon

herself the more dignified position of a "schoolma'am."
In due time we reached our Freshman year.
some of our A Normals fell by the wayside.
Well, a woman's reason, "Because."

It is true tha t

For what reason ?

But the high-school grad

uates from all corners of the State "affiliated themselves" into
the vacant places of the delinquents.

We were then one hundred

and sixty strong, with no prophetic vision of our present

"23.''

We think that if Macaulay had died when he was a little

boy, we

should have more living with us today in these halls.

People

still regarded us as babies, especially the Juniors; for when they
entertained us they gave us a doll-party and served
t0 be children

Tb

f r e s h ments.

banana re-

But that was one time when it was all right for U*

join the societ'
T^
^
ynn the societies; so when we came to

be

t h e C °" e g e '

Freshmen

b a d b - n our ambition to
this privilege was given us
It

fe
erTjpo0 tr^:; ^ ^ ^
-e sent out.
Evety Freshman
Juniors Z m C t
—deration, along with the advice of friends, the
one night at a mint m " t ^ ^ ^ ° U r
Jupiter's bolt from a clear sky that "the I f T

WOe

a'ld

S°Clet'eS' the sudden

consternation when

n e w s s t I u ck

us like a

consider ourselves members' ' The rest ofTe^y
' ' Z Z f ° r e V e r ' a l t h o u g h w e might
unsuspectino- 1 B C wn ] A
passed without storms, except when an
C ° m e t 0 ° n e ° f U S a " d d a " to ask, "What is our English lesson
today?"
The Sophomore year came

with all be

,

D u r i n g t h i s year,
Shakespeare made a raid upon our class and affe t Z l" r e S p ° n S , b i l i t i e s '
and affected it almost as badly as the Black Death would
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have done.
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Just as we were in the midst of our troubles, our president fled from the field

Hut we were not w.thout a leader long; we elected another president only to have her stay with
us long enough to give the Seniors a George Washington dinner.
she could not stay with us.

Her health was such that

But our Banquo-like spirits could not be "downed "

We elected

another head as soon as we could have a class meeting; and she is still with us to help us bear
every word that is hurled at us, and to share with us every joy of a Junior.
At last we possess the long-looked-for caps and gowns, which have led us in and out of
many kinds of places; but of all places that through which the Seniors led us, on Hallowe'en
night was the "limit."

It has been said that all Freshmen will go to Hades, but we did not go

there until we were Juniors, with the Seniors leading the way.
well.

They seemed to know the way

This year we have followed many roads that seemed to lead to success.

We have tried

ushering and succeeded very well when the guest knew his way; otherwise we led him a "happy
c ase

all over the chapel.

We have tried Physics, but we hate it because it tells us that we

have no more energy now than we ever had.
we have to

Chaucer" before we can learn it!

We have tried Anglo-Saxon, and, my! how
Since we have failed in all these things, we have

decided that our calling must be playing basketball (?).

Does anybody need a coach ?

Hie, haec, hoc!
Ille, ilia, ilium!
Summius, ontime, omnium!
Juniors, Juniors, Bum!
CLARA E. STOKES.
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(Tune:

"The I-ittle Girl in Blue.")

Oh, we are a class of study and work—
But just one year more to stay;

If*"

We give up all else so we can't lessons shirk,
Tho' we certainly can act a play.
'Tis true we are fated in basketball,
But look at the things to compensate;
We never would belong to any other class at all
For '09's better than '10, '11, or '08.
CHORUS

We're not the little girls we once were,
We're not the timid Preps in blue,
We've reached the realm of serious Juniors,
And no other class will do.
We re not jolly, joking Soph'mores;
Freshies are way behind the times;
° u r black caps and gowns cover much, too—
We're not the little giils in blue.

ihutun* $cll
1*

Yota, Yota, Yota, Seeka dayka,
Kappa tcoma, Ki si hync!

I C\
r IS

1 uesday, tasdy, veva seta hasday,
Seeka dayka, Nineteen Nine!
Nought Nine!

Nought Nine!

^
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Is it very true you have not heard ?
How queer and utterly absurd!
'Tis better late than never!
Though I cannot tell it clever,
et shall you know of the Juniors,
Happy, jolly, aspiring juniors.
bonder, behold our noble Natalie,
Pure soul, with no thought of fallacy;
Beside her dances bright Lucille,
Saucy, but with infinite pow'r to feel.
Effie stands below the step there,
A girl to mold a character fair.
Here comes Alice with thoughtful brow,
And, glancing up, exclaims, "Help us now!
Frankie, with her pretty, indifferent nod,
In mind and body is straight as a rod.
Pearl, quietly studying, is indeed a girl
Who sparkles deep, in truest sense a pearl.
Gladys, superb in beauty and in grace,
Is loved by all who look on her face.
Like a deep, blue lake is Ellen's heart,
Ruffled by storms, yet calm in the nether pa
Her sister is that dear little Susie Belle,
Who becomes her place as the daisy the dell
Lula stands from the crowd afar,
A mind that's as bright as a golden star:
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Beside her Mabel moves, a girl so rare
That few could match her anywhere.
Sara, with statelier step and manner grand,
Touches all hearts with her magic wand.
Sweet Peggy B., the wit of the class,
In point of repartee you can't surpass.
Here comes the Physics genius, the pleasant May,
With the wisdom of an owl and little to say.
Near her is Annie Belle, girlish and shy,
Who says she is sorry with a gentle little sigh.
Straightforward Clara, true as tried steel,
Whether promise she make, or compact seal.
Aby's garrulous giggle resounds in the hall,
So good-natured and so beloved by all.
Emma is little, and rather pretty, too,
Always ready if there's anything to do.
Ethel's music would "soothe a savage breast";
She's great in Wagner, Bach, and all the rest.
The unassuming gentleness of janie D.
Reveals a deepness deeper than it seems to be.
The air of a novel around Bessie breathes,
Her art in mediaeval chivalry seethes.
The laurel o'er Nettie may some day wave,
Steeped in ideas, sensitive, brave.
Iola, the dreamer, now comes last on the list,
Begging that in years to come you'll assist
The quondam Class of Nineteen Nine
To drink to the memory of "Auld Lang Syne."
IOLA SAUNDERS, '09
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American Beauty Rose
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N September 25th, 1907, after having traveled

af

1H1II

through the

inland

seas

of

1 B. C. and A Normal, our ship, the Class, proceeded on its long voyage to the
great port, Graduation.

Presently a slight breeze called our attention to the

dark, overhanging clouds which rapidly became darker and more lowering.

Our Captain

and I ilot, the next in command, assisted by their able mates, succeeded in steering out of the
immediate dangers—homesickness, blues, and disorganized work.

A lull in the elements

caused us to heave anchor, with vague uneasiness as to our next move.

When we did start

again, we had for companions the best mathematicians, lecturers, and essayists.
Our interest in these suddenly ceased when a great roll of waves rocked the Class into
confusion. 1 hese waves resulted in examinations, but these same waves ran us rapidly to
the shores of the island Christmas.

All of the joys of the land must have been deposited here,

though we did not realize the fact until we were well under way again.

Breakers ahead sig

nified greater difficulties rolling toward us, but our excellent Captain poured oil upon the troubled
waters, thereby quieting our fears.
At sunrise one morning the beautiful little island Easter came into view.
have liked to stay, but certain ports and harbors must be passed.

Here we should

An unexpected leak caused

us to have to stop at Cape April Fool's, and the day was a memorable one in its beauty and
pleasures; but our voyage must be continued.
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When we reached the coast of Vacation, new supplies must be taken in.

Exchanges in

loads having been made, our Pilot called us aboard to proceed in our great undertaking.
Once more we are toilers on the sea, sailing toward our goal.

After selecting an assistant

for our Captain, and aided by beautiful weather, merry times begin.
are coming.

Surely the best things

After the regular duties of the day are finished, though sometimes interrupted

by squalls—written lessons and examinations—we have games and balls, "basketball games."
These games are not only giving strength and enthusiasm, but are helping us to win out distinc
tion for our Class.

Suddenly we see the sails at halfmast, which means that one of our merry

sailors is being rescued from falling overboard.

This life having been saved, we sail on, stronger,

wiser, and nobler, toward the great port which is ever in view.

EFFIE OWEN, Historian, '10.
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Where, oh where, is the green young Freshman
Where, oh where, is the green young Freshman
Where, oh where, is the green young Freshman
Safe in the Sophomore class.
We are through with the tough old algebra,
WTe are through with the tough old Ctesar,
We are through with the tough old Milton,
Safe in the Sophomore class.
Who is the class that whipped the Seniors ?
Who is the class that whipped the Juniors ?
Who is the class that whipped the Freshmen ?
Why, that's the Sophomore class!
Who is the class that has the "rep" ?
Who is the class that whipped the Preps ?
Who is the class that is right in step ?
Why, that's the Sophomore class!

^ophnmarr (Class frll
Flokety, Pokety,
Flipity, Flop!
Sophomores, Sophomores,
W e're on top.
Are we in it ?
Well, I should smile;
We've been in it all the while.
We've been in it all the while.
Well! well! well!
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#npltnmnrr (Elass ]hmn
Ours is the Class of Nineteen Ten;
Oh, speed the day 'till then!
With hopes running high,
We press onward and try
Our class with special honors to mark,
In gay song and thrilling story
And other kinds of "glory."
W e d make for ourselves a great name;
Till many would pause upon us to gaze,
And the world our achievements amaze.
Tis said there's no new thing under the sun;
We want to prove false this tale that is told,
And maybe something of new interest unfold.
At least we'll do our best,
ith Art and Science to do the rest.
Our grand old school we'll uphold,
Nor forget our teachers "good as gold,"
As years of the future on roll;
We'll remember the "feasts" and frolics we've had,
Which to give up will make us right sad;
Halloweens, Christmases, Thanksgivings, and "such "
Are the milestones that brought us together "in touch."
AL I C E LE A , '10
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Wit\) ^pologtcs to ti)t 3RaM)t
Grow wise along with me;
The worst is yet to be—
The last of March for which exams are made.
The time is close at hand;
No loafing in this land;
I'll have but FIVE—trust luck, dig hard, don't be afraid.

Not that a passing grade
Is all that must be made,
1 hough sixty-one would not make me feel small;
But the desires for fame
Urge me to win the game.
"Mine be some brilliant grade that will excel them all."

Look not thou down, but back.
"Where did I put that Jack?"
Good gracious! I shall never learn this stuff.
I sorely am afraid
I'll never make that grade;
To lose that book

Great Caesar, but it's tough!

-v^s
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(P. S.)
I didn't make the grade
I expected to have made,
And sixty now would satisfy my taste.
But fifty-nine's my luck;
I won that by pure pluck,
For that lost book has never yet been traced!
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.rtiotto
To be happy, and to radiate happiness;
To be pure, strong, noble.
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Jfrraluuan (Elaas l^tstorg
l ) u r Class began its history here with the usual crowd of blue, scared, and homesick girls.
During our first two years, we gamed little recognition; were called "Preps

on al

and when anything went wrong, the blame was usually latd at our door.

In fact, w ^

throu t r h with all the trials of a Prep's first years at college, but were undaunted by
Two
,

.

ears after our entrance here, we realized that, at last, we had reached the ranks

f

favored beings the Freshmen; and so, thinking it time to show some ot the important
''

I d a leader from our number, assumed most businesslike a.rs, and entered

W n°

' -lass work
I n spite of all we could do, the Seniors still looked down upon us
heartily into class w
" r
" r-sh
' "Greenies," and other such names. However, we soon proved
this time calling u
^ X e r m s did not apply to us when ,t came to
to them
basketba
minHful that there is connected with us in the
111.11 ked respect e\er since.
Notwithstanding all this, we are constantly mindful thait t h e r ^ ^
^ ^ ^

a„d

run the college according to our notions.

O

t
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Air of "Bonnie Blue Flag"
We girls are all a-plodding
Along the path of fame;
We'll never think of trodding
Along these paths again.
CHORUS

Flooray! Hooray! for the Freshman Class, Hooray'
For the Freshman Class of the I. I. and C. that wears the red and gray.
We are leading all the classes
Right where they'd like to h e Leading all the little lasses
Of the "Double I. C. "
None of the girls of our number
E er miss their lessons true;
They never sleep nor slumber
'Till their lessons all are through.
Our work is through in nineteen-eleven;
Then our only thoughts will be
Of the many things made easv
By our work at the I. I. and C.
We Seniors then will be so bright,
The teachers all will say, "
"They're bringing us all to the light
Of many things today."
M. E. E., 't i.

dfmiliniait ffliaaa llrlly
Sakes alive! Sakes alive!
W hat a stir when we arrive'
Red and Gray! R e d and Gray!
What do the people say?
Freshman! Freshmen! 1911!

F-R-E-S-H-M-A-N—:FRESHMAN!
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What a mighty army
Hand in hand are we;
Marching by the music,
Keeping time with glee.
We are never conquered,
Yet conquerers we will be.
For we stand in mighty unison
For the good of the I. I. and C.

We do not sigh to be Sophomores;
We long to-be Freshmen true,
Wearing only the plainest suits
And the uniform hats of blue.
We would like to think we were wise as they;
But really we think it would never pay,
For the Sophomores throw so much time away
Entertaining the Seniors.

We do not want to be Juniors,
Although 'tis an honor, we know,
To don those dignified caps and gowns
And primp and look just so.
No time we have foi primping.
Our motto is Work! Work! Work!
We never squander a moment,
And never a task we shirk.
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Not even the Seniors we envy,
Although 'tis an honor we're sure;
But we'll do without fame, and even the name,
For dignity we cannot endure.
We have no time for dignity;
That must come to us as it may;
We do not lack for examples,
And we are sure we'll possess it some day.
We are working not for the ease
Possessed by the Sophomore class,
Not for the gowns of the Juniors,—
In our motto that honor comes last.
We want neither caps nor collars,
Which so often by Seniors are worn;
hor all of these outside appearances,
What good have they really done?
We work to be strong in our unity;
For united we firmly shall stand,
And no good can we surely accomplish
Lnless we march hand in hand.
We want to keep time by our virtues,
And march quietly on as we should,
So that no one can tell that we're marching,
Except by our footprints of good.
BLANCHE SANFORD, 'II.
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Utaalimau "A 1 (EV
"F" is for '"Fame,"' "Freshman,'" and "Fudge;""
The importance of these you can easily judge.
"R" is for "Reason," "Righteousness," and "Rats";
To find all three—look under our hats.
"E" is for ""Everybody"—who are Freshmen, of course;
Our knowledge is gained from a reliable source.
"S" is for Seniors, who cannot play ball,
But weep most bitterly when pushed to the wall.
"H" is for '"Hooper," our class president,
Who takes first honors with all good intent.
"M" is for "Measles," and also for "Mumps,"
Whose untimely visit has given us the dumps.
"A" is for "Athletics," in which we take the cake;
Our opponents turn pale when our entrance we make.
"N" is for our "Name," which stands for all that is best,
And now with this assurance, we shall let you rest.
R. A. D.. Ti.
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When Caesar crossed the Rubicon, Washington the Delaware; when Napoleon went
bump on his little old Waterloo, and Hobson sank the Merrimac, each, no doubt, thought he
was the only little Peter Pan in the limelight.

However, for a real, live, ne-plus-ultra-ultima-

thule achievement, commend me to the man who established in the good State of Mississippi
the female Knowledge Works, known as "The I. I. and C.," which, being interpreted, might
mean, " Intelligence Incubator and Cultivator."
were no bats in his belfry.

That man's long suit was wisdom, and there

He planned well to give the dear people a good run for their money,

when he founded an institution of learning, where the standard of excellence was ever the
highest, and where no go-to-the-ant-thou-sluggard need apply.
In a southern Mississippi county there lived a family by the name of Nolots, whose daughter
Alice was a dreamy, sentimental little lass, one of the kind you would expect to meet "On the
Road to Mandalay." She was given to reading Kipling and E. P. Roe, and for her,"In Those
Bright and Happy Days, Down on the Farm," was the lament of a lotus eater.
went to farmer Nolots and said:

"Father, while the late moon waxed and waned I was

troubled much with ennui (she pronounced it "ong-wee").

No longer do the siren songs of

the hoggery and the hennery strike a responsive echo in my musical symphony.
soar with Pegasus."

One day she

I fain would

Says the old man, " I am not certain that I properly get your drift, but

if I do, either you should have your liver worked overtime, or else you have a malignant case
of the pleeks.

For treatment I think I shall send you to the I . I . and C."

So if happened that dear little Alice of Farmerland was sent to Columbus, far from the
confines of the soughing pines of her native home, or words to that effect.

Now, when Alice

arrived at the 1.1, and C., she soon learned that there was nothing doing in the Pegasus line,
and that before she could train with that bunch she would have to get busy with an examination,
of which the following is a suggestion:
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EXAMINATION.
What is your exact fighting weight ?
Explain the difference between a "heap sight" and a "right smart."
Are you ever troubled with horrors of industry ?
Explain the binomial theorem.
Which is the proper term — porch, veranda, piazza, gallery, or stoop ?
Have you tendencies toward loco, woozies, or goo goo ?
A crow flying from Portland, Maine, to Portland, Oregon, would cross what rivers ?
Where was Moses when the light went out ? who struck Billy Patterson ? and how old
was Ann r
Prove that the zero power of any quantity is equal to unity.
If a hen and a half lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, how many toasted marshmallows can a Prep eat in twelve hours ?
In the fullness of time dear little Alice," a diamond in the rough," was duly polished and
I

returned to grace the old farm fireside, having made good at the I.I. and C., where the rules,
boiled down and freed of frills, are in substance:
TOE THE MARK,
HUG THE POST, or
QUIT THE HILL.
SUSIE FALCONER, '12.
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New Albany

ELIZABETH BOUTON .

' Never idle a moment, but thrifty and thoughtful of others."
"Her modest looks a cottage might adorn,
Sweet as a primrose that peeps beneath the thorn."

b or

Libus

has

been

known

to

become

almost hilarious when, like Peer Gynt, she is
taunted
by

not

whims

fessing

to

by

Trolls

from

from

Bessdom.

know

nothing

of

Trolldom,

but

Though

pro

Cupid,

when

er—rs come from Saint Louis and New" Albany,
there s a certain satisfied expression which only
such er—rs can cause.

Her very self spells

m-u-s-i-c, and when she plays there's a power,
a charm that can soothe distraction and bid passion
revel or be still.
A. B. degree; Diploma in Piano; Certificate
in Musical History, Theory, and Harmony.

ETHEL JACKSON

.

Kosciusko

"Her face betokened all things dear and good;
The light of somewhat yet to come was there
Asleep, and waiting for the opening day."

hor Ethel the promise of that day is exceed
ingly bright to us, and

she accepts it hopefully

enough, too, except when

Schumann, or some

fieak of her imagination, makes her exercise her
ability to be transformed, within the twinkling
of an eye, from optimist to pessimist,—there was
never a genius who was not moody.

Her plans

for teaching, study, and travel go beyond all
those of her classmates.

There was never a dearer,

sweeter friend to be found.

And her music is

music, real and true, because she puts herself
into it with the thought and earnestness of the
student that makes the artist.
Piano

Diploma; Certificate

in

Harmony,

Theory and History of Music; Normal Music
Certificate; '09 B. B. Team.
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MABEL JACKSON

.

.

Kosciusko

"We must laugh before we are happy
For fear we die before we laugh/'

A merry mixture of oddities, full of whims
and fancies, is Mabel.

She has a nature really

serious and sensitive, though you'd never suspect
it, and a heart full of "good will to all and malice
toward none."

Her chief fads are Art, with a

capital letter, "wire rats" and "magic curlers."
But to really know her is to hear her play, for to
her has been given a spark of the "divine fire."
Her spirit is that of the true musician, sympathetic
and true to her ideals.

A good friend, and an

enthusiastic and "much beloved" Senior.
Music diploma; Certificates in Theory, Musi
cal History, Harmony; Normal Music Certifi
cate; '08 B. B. Team.

MAMIE KRAMER

.

.

Stonewall

" My heart is as light ?s the summer wind,
For, free as the air, no care I find;
With music and laughter always near,
What do I heed ?

What do T fear?"

And so is Mamie, if everyone else is carefree
and idle. But such a power of remorseful energy
if, especially, Mabel and Ethel are practicing
and she isn't. A strenuous advocate of "magic
curlers" and spasmodic exercise as a means
toward greater beauty. But this is merely super
ficial, for in the heart of the girl is her real beauty.
She is a charming combination of impulsiveness,
generosity, and a love of beauty and fun, which
makes of her the best of friends and companions.
And, above all this, she has in her soul the true
spirit of music—her "open sesame" into a world
which her ambition pictures very roseate.
Music diploma; Certificates in Theory, Musi
cal History, Harmony; Normal Music Certifi
cate; '08 B. B. Team; President '08 Music Class.
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Oxford

BESS MABRY

"Heart on her lips, and soul within her eves,
Soft as her clime and sunny as her skies.""

Bess is

the

embodiment of good

nature.

Merry and light-hearted, she brightens the nu
merous paths she traverses;

but sighs because

so few at the I. I. and C. are now left for her to
pursue.

Oh! but could you ever guess it? She's

an awful—awful—FLIRT.
sure from

which

She is never quite

town she

Tupelo, Oxford, or Barham.
that

pleased

expression r

prefers to

hear—

Hey, Bess, why
Her

pet

is

her

F RAT PIN, which she cherishes most fondly
and sees that it never leaves her ''dainty" person.
However, when she lifts her beautiful voice in
song, her versatility is forgotten, and "with all
her faults,

her "loviers" love her still.

Finis.

B. A. Diploma; Music Diploma; Voice Di
ploma; Normal Music Certificate; Certificates in
Harmony, 1 heory, and Musical History.

MARY MCCLURF .

Columbus

"So well to know
Her own that what she wills to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuest, discreetest, best."

From the "ideal

philological maiden" of

college days, Mary has become the charming
Miss

McClure, of

various

dinner parties

and

grand operas, and, from late reports, she will
soon be dissipating in lessons of "practical har
mony," instead of "Musical

Harmony."

She

is not content with the youth of Mississippi, but
is exercising her wiles
manhood.

upon

Virginia's young

Vet her social duties do not retard

her musical development, and

we predict that

some day Bloomfield-Zeisler may blush to play
for her.
B.

A.

Diploma; Music

Diploma; Certifi

cates in Harmony, Theory, and Musical History.
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HERE'S u world of hope in the new-born day,
With its pageant and pomp in the amber way
Of a Strauss or a Reger, an Elgar, or Franck.
Rut oh! how empty and cold and dank
l he world looks to us
Since MacDowell has gone!

Let us blot out the page where the wrong has been,
If once 1 forgot or belittled—that's sin
To our countrymen.

Here! take this laurel wreath

Or perhaps 'twere but mockery after his death,
For MacDowell has gone!

Stay!

Tomorrow's before us.

All hope hath not fled.

Out of the treasurehouse of the dead
They are bringing his armor, his shield, and his lance.
Thank God, there may be another chance
For us to cry KING!
Though MacDowell has gone.
EDITH LYNWOOD W INN.
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Out of his palace in the East came King Ravana, playing, as he walked, his instrument
of sycamore wood.

The tones of the Ravanastron soothed the listening ear even as the faint

sweet odor of spices lulled the tired traveler to sleep in the green gardens of Ceylon.
The King was a mystic, an idealist, a prophet of things to come in the great world of Art.
Men neither jeered nor reviled him, parrying his gestures and words with rude blows and coarse
jests, for the world about him was reverent, sensing in his work the first expression of a far-away
ideal.

Though he made only melody, men were satisfied, for the beautiful relations of tone

had neither maddened nor intoxicated them with significance, nor had genius yet been crushed
under the iron heel ot materialism.
It was a calm, still evening.

The King entered his garden erect, his dark eyes flashing

fire, his nostrils distended, his huge breast heaving with sudden emotion, for before him there
suddenly passed a wonderful vision, and he had heard for the first time the word B EETHOVEN.
Those about him saw the Ravanastron quiver, almost to snapping in its terrible tension,
and from afar came strange harmonies, ever increasing in their power and beauty, until the
crude bow of the King was a wand of hair. At length into the garden came a young man, bearing
upon his forehead the stamp of the high calling of God.

Kneeling at the feet of Ravana, he

held up to view two beautiful pieces of wood and a precious vial, whose contents changed color
before the gaze like the chameleon, save that vivid reds and browns and ambers predominated.
King Ravana kissed the forehead of this youth, as with upraised hand he blessed him, and,
behold, the whole world came to newness of life in that touch of Fatherhood.

The trees ot

the garden suddenly became as a sea of fire, and all creeping things shrank back into hidden
recesses, so bright was the face of the Sun.
"To Thee, O Youth," cried the King, raising the weary traveler from the ground, " I
commit my trust.

Feeble and imperfect as is this thing of wood that I created, it has a Living

Soul, a Perennial Spirit that shall not die.
6

Thou wilt perfect it.

1 hou alone canst ennoble it.
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It shall bring together the nations of the earth, perfecting them into unbroken Harmony. Take
it, my Son, for it is thy Heritage, thy Golden Opportunity."
The youth smiled, but at the first faint tones of the Ravanastron, a wave of bitter disappoint
ment took possession of him.

He had traveled far and suffered pitifully, striving in the Desert

of Waiting to conserve his energies and perfect his ideals.

Pained, crushed, discouraged, he

impulsively struck upon the strings, smiting them like a living thing, till they snapped in twain;
then dashed the Ravanastron on the ground, and there it lay, bruised and spent, among the
upturned faces of the flowers.
He turned away to hide his grief and disappointment, nor did he look upon the face of
Ravana, the Mystic, the Prophet, the Seer, smiling sadly upon him as he passed unattended
into the gathering darkness.
Centuries passed, and lo, on the walls of a humble workshop in Cremona, one Easter Day,
there flashed forth a strange legend.

None saw it but a white-haired old man, who, holding

a perfected instrument in his hands, seemed to touch the soul of Ravana across the abyss of time
e read these words.

Sing, Instrument of Love, sing upon thy Strings of Might, for neither

the Skill of Magicians nor the implements of War can excel thee in thy Pure and Lofty Purpose
Men wdl bow down to thee, as to a god, when thou soundest thy note.
meSStnger °f 1 niversal L o v e
who shall perfect a „d e n n o b l e t h e e > a n d

7

"•

and

Perennial Beauty.

manv sha|] be th? Jti|kd

A™

. OU, m y Beloved, shal, ,i« forever, rising

Nations will welcome

There shall rise up Masters
^

» • * . - wi.1. Mood ,1,0 Cities of ,ho E„„, b.t
a Soul in T|,y

B„ u , y ,_Th„, speaketh

Ravana to his Ravanastron."
'»*ofGod

s o n E A n t o „i°

"^

Stradivari a, las, knew- l,i m S elf,o be ,he Chosen One, and, pressing

h'S hCJrt'

',e

Walked

torrk

rlie

sunshine to catch the first morning smile

EDITH L. WINN.
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Wotcr Armors

FRANCES WALDRUP

BESSIE MABRY

#iCC Cltll)

;fft embers
MAMIE MABRY
ETHEL JACKSON
SARA COTTRELL
BESSIE MABRY, President
CORA NORTON
LORRAINE SHELL
LILLIAN WRIGHT
IRMA WEEMS
MARY ITA SHERMAN
FRANCES TAYLOR
ELOISE KINARD
NELL PARSONS, Secretary and Treasurer
KATIE RUTH FRENCH
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MEMBERS OF THE 2 3A EL) ^OCICTP

ONA BELL

EMMA LITTLE

ALMA BERRY

LUCY LOVE

IDA BOND

LAURA LUSK

NELLIE BOGGAN

LOIS LEA

ELIZABETH BOUTON

BESSIE MABRY

MAE BRIGHAM

MARY MASSEY

MARGUERITE BUTTERFIELD

ANNIE BARR MAXWELL

EDITH BROACH

BLANCHE MONTGOMERY

MAUDE BEARD

FANNIE MAE MOORE

LOIS COMFORT

WILLIE MATTHEWS

JOHNNIE DAMERON

MAMIE MABRY

ERI DOUGLAS

VICK NANCE

LILLIAN S. DAGENHARDT

MAMIE NEWSOME

EVA MAE DUNN

MADIE PARSONS

GRACE EVANS

MARY ROSE RANEY

HALLIE CRANBERRY

MINNIE ROBINSON

FLORENCE HAND

FLORENCE RATCLIFF

LEE HAZEN

EVA SHIVERS

MAGGIE HATHORN

MAYNARD STARNES

MOLLIE HANNA

LILLA STEVENSON

ANNIE HARDIN

LUCILLE SULLIVANT

ERIN HEARON

CLYDE SHIPMAN

HELEN HAWKINS

EFFIE UPCHURCH

ETHEL JACKSON

AYLEEN WATTS

MABEL JACKSON

IRMA WEAMS

EMMA KNIGHT

MARY WILKINSON

MAMIE KRAMER

CORINNE WILLIAMS

WILMA KINARD

RENIE WOODFIN
INEZ YARBOROUGH

MUSIC CARTOONS
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Colore

Elomrr

Apple Green and Brown

Sweet Pea
iflotto

"Art for art's sake:"

ROSE BAUER, President
ARY WADE
EMMA
MARTHA HUNTER
ELEANOR SMITI
CARY RAINWATER
WILLIE HOPKINS

T « W
^
LA VELLE DICK
KITTIE MITCHELL
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Sou115 Women's Christian association

SHititsorp Committee
MRS. BESSIE K. DAUGHERTY

MISS EMMIE POWER

MRS. DABNEY LIPSCOMB

MISS MARTHA ECKFORD

MISS JEFFIE JOHNSON

MISS BESSIE HEATH

MISS WEENONAH POINDEXTER

©fficers
EDNA SULLIVAN

. President

LI MAE BACOT

. Vice-President

BETTIE LESTER

. Secretary

RUBY CAULFEILD

Treasurer

EDITH EUDORA REESE

General Secretary

Committee Chairmen
LI MAE BACOT

Devotional

MARY BARRY ROGERS

Bible Study

CLARA STOKES

Missionary

VIVIEN MCQUISTON
IOLA SAUNDERS
RUBY CAULFEILD
ABY DARDEN

Membership
.

Intercollegiate
Finance
Social

3. W. £. 9L Officers

LI MAE BACOT

EDNA SULLIVAN
EDITH REESE

RUBY CAUI.FEILD

BETTIE LESTER
IOS
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For twenty-two years the Young Women's Christian Association has been a growing
power for good among the young women in the Industrial Institute and College.
had been one of constant advancement.

Its record

During the past year, the Association has steadily

moved on, the various phases of the work have been carried on faithfully and successfully, and
we believe a substantial growth has been made through the grace of God.
Miss Alice R. hitch, who was with us as general secretary last year accepted a call to
serve as student secretary of the Gulf States Associations.
Edith E. Reese.

Her place has been filled by Miss

The Association numbers five hundred and fifty students and forty-eight

Faculty members.
have been studied:

Four hundred have been enrolled tn thirty Bible classes.

Five courses

"Leaders in Israel," "Studies in the Parables," and "Studies in the

Teachings of Jesus and His Apostles."

Eight mission study courses have been carried on in

eleven classes, including studies on the missionary conditions of all important fields.

This

department has had an enrollment of a hundred and fifty.
The regular devotional meetings of the Association have been held Sunday evenings
throughout the year.

We believe these meetings have been helpful and have met definite

needs in the lives of the girls.
inspiration to all who attended.

The daily morning prayer meetings have been a source of
Special features of the prayer meetings have been weeks

devoted to the morning watch, week of prayer for students, interests of the Volunteer Band,
and to each of the college classes.
1 he Association has been especially blessed this year in the number of outside helpers
who have come to the college.
year.

Miss Fitch spent ten days with us at the opening of the college

In November, Miss Leila Guitner was with us.

She is the foreign secretary of the

\oung Women's Christian Associations in India, and is supported by Associations of Gulf
States.

We have long known Miss Guitner by reputation as "our foreign secretary," and

were glad to know her personally and hear of her work.
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Doctor H. L. Laflamme, formerly of India, now one of the traveling secretaries of the
Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions, spent several days at the college.

Doctor

Laflamme gave us a new conception of the world-wide cause of missions, and of our personal
responsibility in the work of evangelizing the world.

During his visit, the enrollment of the

Student Volunteer Band was doubled, and it now numbers sixteen.
february twenty-first to twenty-ninth, a Bible conference was held under the direction
of Miss Angy Manning Taylor, of Chicago, Illinois.
lectures on the Gospel according to Saint John.

Miss Taylor gave a series of eight

Her work was a benediction among us and

was a great influence in building up things spiritual in our midst.
April tenth to twelfth, the Association entertained delegates from the associations of
Mississippi and Alabama for a cabinet conference.

The conference was a very practical

help to the new cabinet and committee members in taking up their duties and of great general
interest.
The report of numbers may be given, of routine work, and of material results, but this is
only the smallest and least important part of the year's work.

If we would know what the

Association has really meant, we must know in what measure it has strengthened and elevated
the young womanhood of the college, in what degree it has made Jesus Christ real in the lives
of the girls; we must know how definitely it has realized its aim "to bring girls to Christ, to
build them up in Christ, and to send them out for Christ"; how fully it has kept the watchword,
"Not by might, not by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts."
cannot be given in words, they must be reckoned in lives.

But these results

We trust through the power of

God our humble service has honored his name, and that many have come to live the "abundant
life" which Jesus Christ made known to the world.
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Cfjc "Volunteer 33anti
The Volunteer Band of the Industrial Institute and College was organized in the spring
of 1 9 0 7 , with a membership of nine.

Seven members returned in the fall, and, although the

band was small in point of numbers, it had the true spirit of consecration.
one of steady growth and advancement.

This year has beer

As the leaven leavens the whole loaf, so, quietly, the

missionary call has touched the hearts of girls, until now eighteen have accepted the last com
mission of our Lord, " G o ye into all the world and preach the gospel unto every creature."
Endeavoring to do faithfully the work at "Jerusalem," as preparation for greater service, the
band meets regularly on Sunday evening at 7T5 ^ o r devotional service and study of missionary
needs and problems.
I t is a cause for rejoicing that two former 1.1, and C. girls are now under appointment for
foreign service, and it is to be fervently hoped that our beloved college will always do its part
toward the realization of the motto of the Student Volunteer Movement for foreign Missions:
The Evangelization of the world in this generation."
©fficcvs

FANNIE POWELL
IRVA MITCHELL

LEADER

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

S e c r e t a r y a n d T r e a s u r e r

Jflembere of tj)c LJanti

IOLA SAUNDERS

BLANCHE SANFORD

MYRTLE FOSTER

LA VELLE DICK

CARRAH PIERCE

ROSA PARREL

EDNA CARRAWAY

NANNIE JOHNSON

DRAPER LOVE

DENA ASHLEY

ALLEE MCEACHREN

SADIE LUSTER

SIELLA IANNEHILL

IRVA MITCHELL

A N N I E D . 1OUNG

FANNIE POWELL
EDITH BROACH
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W\t\) flpologtce
Varsity!

Sub-Varsity!

Varsity!

Onward!

to Ccuupson

Into the hands of hate
The eighteen all wandered.
"Onward," the charge is made,
"Play ball," the umpire said.
Into the hands of hate
The eighteen all wandered.
Onward!

Boswell and Wade!

Was ever such courage displayed r
Not that the enemies know,
Someone had thundered:
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do or die;
Into the hands of hate
The eighteen all wandered.
Guards to the right of them,
Guards to the left of them,
GOAL in the front of them,
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Breathless all wondered;
Urged on by shout and yell,
Bravely all fears dispel;
Into the goal it fell.
Into the hands of Fate
All the eighteen wandered.
Dashed Winona's hopes bare,
Flashed Belverino's in the air,
Rushing wildly, here and there,
Charging an army, while
All the crowd wondered:
Lost in the battery smoke,
Right o'er the line thev broke,
Belverino and \\ inona.
"Foul"—'twas the lineman spoke—
Someone had blundered.
Then they reeled back, but not,
Not an enemy wondered.
Varsity to right of them,

\\i

Sub-Varsity to left of them,
Victory behind them
Volleyed and thundered!
Stormed at with shout and veil.
Sixteen to six Winona fell;
Twenty to six Belverino's knell;
W on through the jaws of death,
Listen to the tale they tell,
All that was left of them,
Easily numbered.

'i!

When can their glory fade ?
When, with such records made ?
Nobody wondered.
Honor Pattison's brigade!
Honor Finch's victors arrayed!
Nobly they conquered!
Written on the occasion of the Match Basketball Games, Belverino College vs. 1. I. and C. Varsity, and
Winona High School vs. I. I. and C. Sub-Varsity.
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SSSORTATTON

E D N A D U N C A N , President

V I V I E N M C Q U I S T O N , Secretary

M A R Y B A R R Y R O G E R S , I reasurer

3HI)lctic Committrr

HI

H L. W H I T F I E L D , President
Miss E M M I E P O W E R

Miss N E L L I E K I E R N

EDNA DUNCAN

MISS ANNIE DABNEY

MARY BARRY ROGERS

LOUISE HOLMES

\ IVIEN MCQUISTON

LARY RAINWATER

ALICE CLAY

'

If anything is sacred the human body is sacred.
And the glory
And in man

,,

and

or

,s ^

tolen

^

woman, a clean, strong, firm-fibered body

Is beautiful as the

m „s,

beautiful face,"- „ y , ,, h k n „
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Ccnnt

LAMS COMFORT

.ANNIE LEE PARKINSON

WINN11-; ROBINSON

JEFFIE L. JENKINS

JOANNA MARTIN-

MAGGIE L . CROSBY

ANNIE YOUNG

EDNA DUNCAN

OLA PATTERSON

GLADYS MCKAY

BLANCHARD WALTO

IRENE REID

JULIA WOFFORD

LELAND REID

AMY PHYFER

I'RANCES TAYLOR

MAMIE YARBROUGH

MARION HENRY

INEZ YARBROUGH

ANNIE LEE SENTER

CLYDE BELLE
CLYDE ASTON

LUCILLE CRITTENDOM
MARY MASSEY

CLARA ASTON

EFFIE OWEN

SALLIE DAME

IRMA WEEMS

HENRIETTA WILBURN

DA ISY DUNCAN

BERTHA BILLINGSLEI

WILLIE HOPKINS

SHERREL BROWN

RUTH KOGER

LUCILLE BAYLIS
BESSIE EAST
MAMIE EAST
VERTNA SIMMONS

JAMIE COX
AGNES CRANBERRY
HATTIE CRANBERRY

VARSITY

VARSITY VS. BELVERINO COLLEGE

28 to 7

VARSITY VS. GREENVILLE

17 to 1

.

iftembers of Harsitp

MASTER ROBERT WHITFIELD

Mascot

B. M. BOSVVEI.I.

| . ROUSEAU

E.

PARTES

A.

s.

HAMM, BUS. Mgr.

I.. DAGENHART

COOK

V. MCQUISTON

C. RAINWATER

M. FINCH, Captain

B. WHITE

PEA GREErti AHP5 N 0 Y V W H I T E :

YELL
RIP Z.1P, RIPZ1F-, R I P Z I P R O A R
GET A LITTLE: EYE CLASS,
JUST A LITTLE SFY CLASS,
TO S E E THE: ENEMIES SCORE:.

srmor

s-qunft,

'OS

Cram

fik

W

„

•f

-

JM • "T A
1^ 1
i^H

• 1
4

-

f&<iS
HH
I -V^ ' •' , . ^ -S
gssfej
LIS

•&M&'

Jflembere
cFotttmrbs
BAYLIS
KRAMER
HOLMES
CAULFEILD

(Centers
WHITE
HAMM
ROGERS

McQuiston, Captain

Cuar&?
CURRY
DUNCAN
JACKSON,
BACOT
LESTER
Miller, B usiness Manager

Colors
Orange and Black

m
Bing! Bang! Bow!
Boom! Boom! Boom!
Move out of the way!
Cnve us room!
1o win we are
Decreed by fate!
So clear the field
kor Nineteen Eight!
S and a T and a A and a R!
Seniors! Seniors!
Rah! Rah! Rah!
Beau Brummel, Mascot
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Junior BastutMl
Eg

fell
Rack-a-chick-a-lack-chick!
Boom-a-chick-a-rack-chick!
Rack-a-chick-a-boom-chick-chin e!
Kee-mo-ki-mo!
Karawara-si-mo!
Rack-a-chick-a-chick!
Naughty Nine!
Naughty Nine!
Naughty-Nine!
fonnar&S
REEVES
STOKES
WATTS
DARDEN

Centers ffiuarbS
BUTTERFIELD (Business Manager)
}ACKSON
WIGGINS
WADE

DUNCAN (Captain)
MECKLENBURGER
COOK
GATHINGS

Jrcsmnan Basketball

A. COWAN, Substitute
D. DUNCAN, 2d Center
N. EOGEN, G. G.

|3rII
Limber-lamber, limber-lamber,
Limber-lamber, iimber-lamber,
Limber-lamber-lee!
Feeter-fighter, feeter-fighter,
Feeter-fighter-fee!
Fight 'em. Freshman! Fight'em, Freshman!
At B. B.

i^uteJRormal Basketball
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barotites
There's a bug with a thousand legs,
A man with one;
Yet Centipede can't touch old Peg
When it's time to run.

John D. has a billion, too,
And I but one;
Yet the hair on my head is true,
And he hain't none.

forgotten you,—well, if forgetting
Be aching all the day
To send you a lick for a shiver,
For the black eye you gave me,—oh, say!

Or waiting on every street corner
To sprawl you headlong in the ditch,
Oh, sure it's true I've forgave you
'N' forgot—if forgetting is sich.

127

Drink to me only with thine eyes,
And give me the rest for mine.
'Cause I don't think that ladies really
Orter fool with wine.

And when we are through with this
I'll pay you with a hearty kiss:
But don't touch that big stein;
I want all that for mine.

8
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C2E>eino an fittest ©auofttEt'jS ©iscoursc on lifer iPamilp)

ELL, to stait with, came Betsy, and she was a scan'lous terror, mostly
cause her hair was golden-pink and orful tangley.

You know how

ever'body with hair kinder reddish does have tempers. 'N' Betsy did have
a beautiful one 'at she liked to show folks so's they could see just how big it
wuz.

Course, being older, I sorter humor her notions, and generally allers we gets

along fine, with only four jows and two spit-fights a day.

We calls 'em spit-fights

on account of Nanna's name for us (that's the old lady what's took care of us all
our lives and special since our Modther left): she hollers "Little spitfires" to make
us shame; but we jest seized the word fittin'

right in and use it till now.

we count up how many times we have jowed and spit-fighted.
iuss or arger.

At nmht
o

When we jow we only

To arger is to see how long you can say "'tain't" to her "'tis"; and

I most allers lets her beat, 'cause she ain't nine yet and I'm way over ten; but lots of
times we have a extra spit-fight come right out 'n a arger-jow.

To spit-fight you

have to either kick or scratch or pull hair or anything like that, and Betsy mostly
beats in those, for she bites, and her teeth are new this year and orful big and sharp,
and the places where her baby teeth or her other ones either ain't make it hurt all
the worse.

But our aver'ge

I get that at school from my report—Alexander—

that s our father-in-law—he's our father really and truly by law, but we don't never
see him, leastways we uster didn't—he said we orter not ter ever mention anything
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about'n our reports 'thout upbraidin' shame, or su thin like that, when he saw out
last one, but I think aver'ge is high-soundin'.

Our aver'ge is what I said 'bout in

the quarrels, four jows and two spit-fights, an' that's pretty good for me 'n' Betsy.
Oncet we started to have a spit-fight, and I gave up to her.

We wuz walkin'

home from school, and I told Betsy wasn't Miss Adeline pretty 'n'grand: and Betsy
said, "She holds herself damodd."

I got mad and slapped her and said I'se gone

a-tell Nanna how orful she cussed—you know it's terrible to cuss, and oncet Betsy
told Nanna Lilly Thorsson cussed her.

An' Lilly Thorsson uz es so nice and quiet

and sweet and good and all Nanna jes' said, "She couldn
say, 'Lizabeth ?"

a cussed; what did she

"She 'es' cum right up closet to me and says, "You be-h-a-v-e

yo'se'f,'loud's she could whisper when I hadn t even pulled her ear ted, just pink.
That's what Betsy said, and that's the same little girl Lilly what invited me to a paity
and didn't 'vite Bets 'cause she all time peenches Lilly's ears; and when I was all
ready to go and dressed and ever'thing Bets got her pinkie sunhonnet off the hook
and come too, and when we got to the front gate Nanna hollered
'Lizbeth, never knew you's invited.
me like you wuz invited anyway.

Never no more dressed yer.

La, sakes, chile,
Don't seem to

I can't rec'lect whether you's invited or not."

" Yes'm, Nanna, that's what 1 fraught, and I spec' I better go so's I'll be there if I
wuz invited," and Betsy jest flew down the walk, but Nanna ketched her; and when
Betsy opened her mouth and blew in my face after I slapped hei she said that Mi.
Ripper next door told Daisy Ripper when she wuz on the porch that Miss Adeline
walked that way and it wuz nice and for Daisy to notter round her shoulders and to
stan' up jes' so then I knew what she meant 'cause Daisy Ripper one day when she

G°

had her stomach all stuck out walkin' roun' on tiptoe and I said "Goosey" she said
she wuzn't she wuz a ramrod and Miss Adeline wuz one too.

Then I gave in to

Bets, and we never even argered.
I like Miss Adeline grand, but I do think she did me kinder funny when I tol'
her at the first of school that I could go up permoted into the Sixth Grade and she
asked me, "My dear, you haven't had Latin, have you ?" 'n' I said, "Yes'm, I have,"
'n' she said, "But how many conjugations ?" V I counted up on my fingers and said
eight.

Then she acted like she axly dispicioned my word of honor.

good in languidges.
boy, and I c n say

We's kinder

Bets can say "Doss iss mine leeby kline Bruddy" to the babyGoot morgen

and

and oncet I got out of an orful scrape.

Donkey shine" and "Nix cumeraus,"

I wuz taking a bath and Betsy chunked a

lock light ovei the window on my back—she's the hatefullest thing always when I'm
in the tub, just cause I'm the oldest and c'n bathe last and can use her water and
don have to bother bringing all the water, and she has to tote all hers and undress
first right after dinner when Johnnie and Daisy and all us kids play "Old Sal."
N this lock hurt and I yelled and yelled.

I didn't know Alexander was here and

thought maybe Nanna would slap her if I kept on and told on her; but Alexander
wuz there and came and pounded on the door and said in a dreatful voice he'd punish
me seveiely if I did not desis' immejutly, 'n' I forgot after while and thought he'd
gone, and he came back without poundin to s'vere me, and I got up quick and hollered,
I wasn t ciyin , I wuz just laughin in German," and Alexander looked funny at
me and went out.
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The's lots more of us; the's Bert and Babs and the baby-boy and Bets 'n' me,
but Bert don't live at home with us 'cep'n sometime in the summer, 'n' the baby-boy's
just come not so very long ago and hasn't any meanness or intrust much yet, 'n'
anyway, 'sides, Bert is a big boy, and when he is home all he does is worry us n
everything, V he don't come no more for a long time now—he moved with Uncle
Albert 'n' Auntatie to Philadelphia,—and once when Bert wuz home Bets wuz fierce—
you know she just does ever' single thing as much like that boy as she can.

Babs

was on the back porch steps an' she let out a loud squall an she kept on yelling like
a wild Injun, and when Nanna went to see what in crenation was the matter with her,
why, she was huddled in a scrunched-up heap in the corner of the lattice, her apurn
over her face, scared green an' jes' a-hollerin', "Oh-oh-Nanna, Betsy sicked a worm
on me."

There stood Bets on the lowest step with a big ol' green caterpillow right

down before her; 'sides, she grinned, and did'n' deny it at all.

Bets used to be

fierce for a dog's age after that boy'd go.
Like I told you, we got more than just us.

Why, oncet, long ol' time 'go. when

the boy'd come in the summer an' we'd all gone to Saint Paul together, an we wuz
walkin' in the park, it uz so funny-lookin' with Nanna in front and then the nurse
girl with the baby-boy and after her the housemaid with the prambellater, then
Bigsbee, our great big ol' Newfoundlan' dog, then Bert n Betsy and, a little behind,
Breeches, our Boston bull terrier, with Babs a-toddlin' back of Betsy.
looked sr tackey—countrified—I wouln't.walk with 'em.

It simply

I 'cided I'd keep 'em in

sight, but lag 'way back of 'em so's people couldn't tell I b'longed to such scan'lous
bi<r fambly.
O
J

I wuz 'wayJ back Jyonder when Nanna saw me going so slow, then she

I

3
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hollered loud's she could, "Beatrix, you come right along here with 'Liz'beth and
Barbary.
ferr

"V o u w a l k u p .

Don't you hear me?

What you trapezin' roun' so slow

She come back where I wuz and jerked my arm and kinder pulled me up;

fore she started walkin

on back, she says, " Y o u wanter get lost, I reckin, er roam

aroun' a-dreamin' an scarin' us to death.

What you keep so fer behind fer ?

Say!"

"Well, I guess I doesn't want folks to know we got sech a big fambly!" I said, an I
cert'nly wuz mad, too!

L e m m e t e l l y o u s o m e t h i n ' ' b o u t B r e e c h e s : h e ' s t h e d o g th a t m e ' n ' B e t s d i d u p
so that time with proxy hydergen.

We knewed a lady'd lived by our school what

had grand yeller hair, but Miss Adeline said, "No, children, that isn't beautiful;
i t s proxy hydergen." Betsy and myself said we'd like some proxy hydergen hair,
an' when we went to the drug store fer it, Mr. Green looked mighty funny V said.
"Little girls, does Mr. Elliott know you're purchasing this?

What are you a-goin'

to do with it ?" I did'n' know what in the world to say, but Breeches was a-runnin'
aroun' 'tween my legs, so I said, " O h . certainly, Mr. Green, he knows.
it for our dog.

We wish

Then he did look funny, but he gave it to us and we went out in

the back lot to douse my hair in it.

But it looked so medeciney and smelled so funny

that I was kinder 'fraid a little, an' when I put it on my hand it stung; so I told Bets
it wasn t near enough for my hair and we might as well put it on Breeches.
it over Breeches, but it didn't do anything.

We poured

Then we found a ol' tin can and poured

the stuff in there and made him hoi' his tail in there, o-oh, for a long time, and when
it came out it was brown an' yellow and red lookin' an' funny, you never saw! Now,
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ever' day Breeches' tail gets goldier an' goldier 'n' people in the street stop to stare
an' say, "Ain't that strange ?—Will you look at that dog's tail ?"
That same day I told yer 'bout in the park—jest to show you how aggervatin'
those young-uns can be when you're tryin' to look citified and show people you've
o-ot a well-to-do fambly an' manners an' airs, those kids point roun' dreadful when
Auntatie 'n' everybody what comes to see us tells us ain't proper—Babs went 'n'
sat on her balloon, an' when it busted she said "she frought if she'd get on it and hoi'
on tight, she'd go way, fly up to the sky."

Too, when the Salvation Army men

came 'roun' and asked for pennies Babs got scared; but Betsy pinched his hand, put
out for the money.
wuz they?"

Babs wanted to know "what kind of men in goodness sakes

Now, course, I told her they wuz the Salvation Army.

says "Th'ain't salvated from the army.

But Betsy

That ain't the kind o' suit Major Hawkins

wears a bit, 'n' the' ain't no more salvated 'n' I am; one of 'em's suckin' a lemon."
Thev's so ignorant.

Babs jus' wild 'bout Betsy; she b'lieves everything she says.

I says, "They are Salvation Armies; they work for the pore."

Bets says, " Th'ain't,"

an' a arser begun; but I turned to Babs. "Yes, th's, Babs.

Betsy ain't tellin' you

what's so."

But Babs says, "Everything Betsy say's so.

thing Betsy says is so of you don't say so

it s so if

if

I'ts so. Bee, 'tause ev'ry
if

if it tain t so.

Another thing,—Auntatie took us to a theater, a vaudeville; it was glorious;
shiny-spangled ladies 'n' things came out, and men tumbled, and clowns turned
somersets, and they rang bells and

shot guns and had pictures movin', and dogs,

and one shiny-spangled lady danced high, fancy kickin' with music.

Oncet she
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kicked her foot up so high, and Betsy,'fore we knew it, stood up in her seat and shrieked,
Shame on you!"
W hen our pretty, dear Modther was here long time ago, everybody said Babs
jest the image of her, and folks said Betsy looked prezackly like Auntatie—that's
Modther s sister, o-oh 'n' she's beautiful!—people said to Babs, "What a 'dorable
baby!

Whom does she favor?"

Babsie 'd tell 'em, "I* look like Modther, and

Betsy looks like Auntatie, but she don't care," like she was sorry for Betsy.
not five yet, an' she's little and fat and got goldie curls all over her head.

Babsie's

Seems like

everybody likes her the most and talks to her and pets her'n' calls her "Dottie
Dimple."

She told my Modther when she wuzn't nearly five, when she wuz a baby

bout, and she t\uz sittin down a-tryin to sew by my Modther dear's chair, she tol'
her, "I ain't a-goin' to bevite you to my weddin'!"
Modther asked her.

"Why, why not, darlincr ?"

"'Tause you didn't bevite me to your weddin'," Babsie said.

She tol' our cousin Mary—we called her Cunny Mary,—you know she came
and stayed oncet a long time with us—she tol' our Cunny
beau something
J Mary's
J

&

one night when he came to see her, when she had never even seen him before in her
life.

You know all our Auntatie's beaux 'fore she married would bring candy when

they came to see her, but Mr. Cunny Mary's Beau never did.

This night we heard

'em talkin' in the parlor tell they talked so loud they waked up Babs.

She listened

to 'em a while, then she got up an' went in the parlor in her nightgown.
Mr. Man,

she said.

Mary's beau?"

"Hello,

Then she went up to him and asked him, "Is you Cunny

"Why, my dear little lady, you'll have to ask her."

you is, why don t you bring 'er some tandy?"

"Well, if

He laughed lots, but he brought it
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He's the one what said "Confound it!" when a block house he built

for Babs fell down.

Then next day Babs said the minute he came, "Cunny Mary,

where'd you put my contoundits ?" "Your whats, Barbara?
thinks it orful to say naughty words like that.
what Mr. Beau-man called 'em.

O-oh, Cunny Maty

"My confoundits, my blocks, that s

Then Cunny Marc certainly did look at him haid-

I wuzn't a fav'rite of Cunny Mary's.

Oncet I was goin' to a party 'n' all dressed

up in the prettiest clothes 'n' sash n great big pink han-nbbon so s my hail didn t
look so black and bobbed and straight. I ast Cunny Mary if "Don't I look be-a-u-t-iful?" but she said so s'verely, "Beatrice, you look very neat and clean, and that is
all about it."

I kinder choked up and hurt, and I remembered it. too; so's when

Cunny Mary dressed all up perfeckly grand fer a ball-dance—she had on a glorious,
lovely dress—when we went in to look at her and Babs said.

Oh, o-oh, am t she

des' beautiful?" I said. "Cunny Mary looks very neat and clean, and that is all
about it."
'Fore Cunny Mary left, her beau came 'most all the time, but Alexander didn t
like him.

He jes' argered with him every night.

One night he blessed him out,

and the Beau was sittin' still and sorter sad with Babsie in his lap.

Babsie saw he

wuzn't so very happy, so she put her arms up roun his neck and says, so soft, in his
ear, "You's pretty—I love you."
We certainly did scare Cunny Mary good 'n' plenty while she's at our house.
One day Betsy had a pin in her mouth, an

Cunny Mary says,

Elizabeth Elliott,

take that pin outVyour mouth instantly; if you swaller it, it'll kill you."
took it out while she went out into the hall.

Betsy

After she came hack she said, " It didn't!"
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Cunny Mary ast her. "Oh, Goosie, you said that pin'd kill me if I

It didn't."

Cunny Alary allers tellin us how we must be good and kind to rich and poor and
to love everything.
to

love

It certainly did worry me, so I ast her, "Cunny Mary, do we have

ev'rything to get to heaven?"

Then she says, "Yes, ev'rything."

That made me teel worse than ever. "Oh, oh me!" I says, "I just can't love soup!"
Once when Babs was at a party and she had et all the cake she wanted, they
passed it 'roun' to her again and she says, "No-um—I don't like that cake—I don't
like any kind o' cake 'cept choclet cake—an'—an'—an' chewin' gum and ice cream!"
But the main thing 'bout Babs is her honey-star, 'cause, 'course, Alexander an' Miss
Adeline theirs is honeymoon, an' big, but Babsie's so little hers is honey-star.
A ou know Alexander s B. S.

(Betsy didn't know what it meant under his big

picture in the library, but I tol' her 'course it was Bug-Sticker from all those bees 'n
beetles 'n' bugs 'n' butterflies he's got stuck right through the middle with pins in glass
cases in his study.

It s fine to be B. S.—we allers tell people Alexander is.

When

he went away on the train with Miss Adeline after he married her so lovelj', 'n' we
said what a pity he couldn't take his bugs to be B. S.,—when we did'n' know it Babsie
went n got his case of butterflies and got in the wagon out in the yard with it.

When

Alexander and Miss Adeline got through wavin' and all to the people at the station,
they looked in the door 'n' there was Babsie, so sleepy, draggin' the butterfly case
long; she'd gone to sleep in the hamper in the wagon and the steamer-rug had fallen
over her.

'When she woke up she wuz on the train.

But they didn't put her off,
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they took her 'way up to Saint Paul to Gran'ma's. She stayed there till they came
back. butGran'ma hatter get her some clothes—she didn' have any with her, thess
those she had o n ; a n ' that's 'bout the best of all.
MARGUERITE BUTTERFIELD, '09.
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Commencement Wttk -program
THURSDAY, MAY 28TH

8 P. M . P i a n o a n d V o i c e R e c i t a l ,

.

.

.

.

.

.

FRIDAY, MAY 29TH

Class Dap
10 A. M. Ivy Planting.
4 P. M. Reception.
8 P. M. Class Play:

"The Merchant of Venice."
SATURDAY, MAY 30TH

10 A. M. to 5 P. M. Industrial Exhibit.

8 P. M. Bach Recital.
SUNDAY, MAY 31ST

11 A. M. Baccalau reate Sermon.
8 P. M. Address before the Alumni Association and Y. W. C. A.
MONDAY, JUNE IST
11 A. M. Graduating Exercises.
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On Friday night, January 24th, Der
Deutsche Verein presented two German come
dies, Em Knopf, and Einer muss Heirathen,
in the college chapel to a large and apprecia
tive audience.
Ein Knopf, a farce in one act, gives a
charming picture of life in Germany among
the university people. The story is that of a
sadly muddled love affair, in which a univer
sity professor and his friends figure. The
characters were: Doctor Rudolf Bingen, Miss
Janie Hill Miller; Gabriele, his wife, Miss
Zula Curry; Bertha, Gabriele's cousin, Miss
Vivien McQuiston; Doctor Karl Blatt, Pro
fessor, Miss Edna Sullivan.
Einer muss Heirathen presents us to two
extraordinary young men who do not wish to
marry. A meddlesome maiden aunt interferes,
and brings about a comical state of affairs.
The characters in this were: Jacob and IPli
bel m 7.orn, two brothers, Miss Louise Holmes
and Miss Ruby Caulfeild; Die Eante, Miss
Bettie Lester; Luise, Miss Martha Hunter.
An interesting folk song and dance occu
pied the interval between the plays.
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IN DEM KAFFEEGARTEN

fttcmbcts
EFFIF. MECKLENBURGER, President
SARA COTTRELL

JANIE D. MILLER

MAY FI.ETCHER

NETTIE ROSE

ERIN HEARON

ANNIE BELLE SOUTH

MARGARET HOPKINS

CLARA STOKF.S

ETHEL JACKSON

MISS VANCE

MABEL JONES, Secretary

PEARL WATTS

BELLE MOSS

FRANKIE WIGGINS

©fficcrs
MARGUERITE BUTTERFIELD

President

BESSIE FORTENBERY

Secretary

iflcmbtrs
EMMA BELL

RUBY CAULFEILD
NATALIA GATHINGS

ALICE COOKE

ZULA CURRY
VIVIEN MCOUISTON

ABY DARDEN

LOUISE HOLMES
GLADYS HIRSHMAN
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" COLUMBA"

^HTMBRREI
FRANCES IONES

NEVA MULL.NS
MARY BARRY ROGERS

LULA PICKLE

LUCIEE

REEVES

EDNA SULLIVAN
IOLA SAUNDERS

ELLEN WADE
JANIE GEOHEGAN
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College Calendar
(Kepetitinrig of SH.gtoip)

September

25, 4000

B. C.

The March of the Ten Thousand.

September

25, 1907

A. D.

School Opens.

September

27, 340

September

27,

September

30, 58

September

30, 1907

B. C.

Greeks in Asia Minor.

1907 A- D.
B. C.

Faculty Reception, Seniors' Debut.

Plebians Demand Rights.

A. D.

Seniors Interviewed by Mrs. Callaway.

October 4, 1464 B. C.

Had rain Sets his Subjects up to Punch.

October 4, 1907 A- D.

Y. A . C. A. Reception to New Members.

October

8, 987

B. C.

October

8, 1907

Extension of Franchise.

A. I).

Seniors, Accompanied by Mrs. Callaway, Intervii

President.
October

8

to October

9, 400

October

8

to October

9, 1907

October

9. 298

October

9, 1907

October

13,

October

13, 1907

October

26

to November

8, 506

October

26

to November

8, 1907

B. C.

B. C.

Deliberation over Ransom of Spartan

A. D.

Period of Suspense for Seniors.

Romans Reply to the Spartans.

A. D.

President's Message Read to Seniors.

1 132 B. C.

Oueen of Sheba Arrives at Solomon's Court.

A. D.

Miss Pohl Blows In—Rah, Rah, Rah!

B. C.

B. C.
A. D.

First Plague in Egypt.
Diphtheria Scare.

November

16, 1189

November

16,

November

28, 634

November

28, 1907

A. D.

Thanksgiving.

November

29, 1000

B. C.

Apollo Does Stunts.

November

29, 1907

A. D.

Saxophone Concert.

1907 A. D.
B. C.

David Plays to Saul on his Harp.
Schumann-Heink Concert.
Turkey is Captured and Turks are Beheaded.
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Attic Comedy; Aristophanes Stars.

December 6, 1907 A. D.

Junior Dramatics:

December 7, 281 B. C.

"The Elopement of Ellen."

First Olympian Games Take Place.

December 7, 1907 A. D.

Match Basketball Game, Varsity versus Belverine, 28 to

7; Sub-Varsity versus Winona, 18 to 7.
December 12, 727 B. C.

Daniel Goes into the Lions' Den.

December 12, 1907 A. D.
December 16, 102 B. C.

First Term Examinations.
Rendition of the "Song of Solomon."

December 16, 1907 A. D.

David Bispham Concert.

December 21-22, 2256 B. C.

Israelites Released from Bondage.

December 21-22, 1907 A. D.

Christmas Flolidays.

January 1, 636 B. C.

Vestal Virgins Keep the Fires Alive.

January I, 1908 A. D.

Seniors Celebrate New Year's.

January 2, 901 B. C.

Second Plague in Egypt.

January 2, 1908 A. D.

Measles, Measles.

January 24, 164 B. C.

Circus Maximus Gives First Performance.

January 24, 1908 A. D.

German Plays.

February 5, 1301 B. C.

Orpheus woos Eurydice with his Lyre.

February 5, 1908 A. D.

Millsap's Glee Club Concert.

February 6, 94 B. C.

Oueen Finds Moses in the Bulrushes.

February 6, 1908 A. D.

Committee from Legislature Arrives.

February 14, 1589 B. C.

Pan-Hellenic Banquet.

February 14, 1908 A. D.

Preps Give College Classes a Valentine Party.

March 6-14, 524 B. C.

"O Carthage, I See Thy Fate."

March 6-14, 1908 A. D.
March 18, 502 B. C.
March 18, 1908 A. D.
March 28, 203 B. C.

Second Term Examinations.

Richard III. Returns from Crusades.
President Whitfield Returns from Jackson.
The God Pan Plays on a Flute of Reeds.
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March

2 8 , 1908

A. D.

University of Alabama Glee Club Concert.

March

2 8 , 3021

B. C.

Second Olympian Games.

March

2 8 , 1908

A. D.

Match Game Basketball, Varsity vs. Greenville, 17 to

April 1,

1004

B. C.

Eve makes fudge on a chafing dish.

April 1,

1908

A. D.

Faculty takes a holiday.

April

18, 221

B. C. Venus is given the golden apple.

April

18, 1908

A. D.

1242

Dream of Fair Women.

May

22-29,

B. C.

"Veni, Vidi, Vici."

May

2 2 - 2 9 , 1908

A. D.

Final Examinations.

May

30, 483

May

3 0 , 1908

June

2, 1263

B. C.

Cicero Does Some Elocutionary Work.

June

2 , 1 908

A. D.

Baccalaureate Address.

June

3, 2 3

June

3 , 1 908

B. C.

Unearthing of Pompeii.

A. D.

B. C.

Industrial Exhibits.

Return of the Prodigal Son.

A. D.

Home and Mother.

I.
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Cfcrmntijemums

T WAS a cold, moonlight night, and the three had just returned from
hunting.

Daisy stood on the stone mounting-block, stamping her feet to

warm them.
bragging outrageously.

Billy and Ted were still on their horses, and Billy was
This particular vaunt was ot a

practical

joke which

they, Billy and Ted, had plat ed on one Julius Meek at college.
"No, sis," Billv was saying complacently, "Meek didn t halt guess what we
were up to until the game was all over and the laugh was on him.
I always could get the best of everyone in a joke.

h ou see, d ed and

There wasn t a fellow in school

we didn't trip up at one time or another."
"That's true," agreed Ted. chuckling reminiscently.

"Daisy, we even made

a fool of that dignified Watson that gave you the rush at finals.

I suppose,

on, rather less patronizingly than Billy, for Daisy was not his sister,

he went

theie s no one

we know, first and last, whom we haven't had some fun out ot."
Daisy drew herself up scornfully, and, waving her riding-crop aloft, cried out
to the moonlit world in general, "Behold me, Daisy King, the only living specimen
as yet untrapped by the invincible jokers led and Billy!

1 hen she sptang horn

the block, and, gathering up her skirts, ran lightly into the house, only pausing in
the door to call back sweetly, "Good-night, Ted;

don t forget to watei my hoise

Billy."
A few days later, Billy brought Ted home to supper, and they found Daisy in
the library exulting over a letter she had received that day.

So engrossed was she
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in gloating over its delightful page that she barely nodded to the boys, and did not
even lift her head w,hen they spoke to her.

She looked appealingly pretty, to Ted

at least, as she sat with bent head in the big leather chair ]ust within the circle of
light from the shaded library lamp.
"Who's your letter from, sis?" asked her brother, with a nonchalance which
was rather overdone.
inspection.

But the unsuspecting Daisy promptly handed it over for

Billy held it off at arm's length to get a better light, and Ted. excessively

interested, read aloud over his shoulder:
"Dear MadamA young gentleman stopped at

our

greenhouse

yesterday and

placed an order for eight dozen chrysanthemums to be sent you on the
twentieth.

\\ ill you kindly inform us what color you prefer?
Respectfully yours,
THE ELITE FLORAL COMPANY."

Billy whistled.

"Eight dozen!

I had to pawn my watch last week to get one.

The fellow must be a Vanderbilt!"
Have you answered it r" queried the much interested Ted.
^i es, indeed!
one pink.

cued Daisy estatically.

"And I told them I want them every

Eight dozen pink chrsyanthemums!

It will be heavenly!"

\\ hat would anybody want with eight dozen flowers ?" asked Billy, scornfully.
"Yes, what?" echoed Ted.
Daisy s eyes shone.

I 11 fill this whole room lull—the bookcases, the mantel,

the piano—oh! everywhere," she ended, sighing happily.
"So you ordered them all pink?" said Billy.
All one color?" supplemented Ted weakly.
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vowed Daisy.

banks and banks of pink!
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And won't they look gorgeous against this green
People always give me mixed colors in chrysan

Of course they're beautiful," she added hurriedly, seeing Ted's crest

fallen look, as he ruefully remembered his floral offering on her birthday, "but I
shall simply level in the wealth of pink ones. Eight times twelve is ninety-six!" she
sang, as she stood in the door, tilting her head to admire the room in its imaginary
floral dress.
After suppei, she and Billy frequently reverted to the absorbingly interesting
subject of the flowers

and their mysterious giver.

But Ted was unusually silent;

and, when Billy was bidding him good bye at the door, he suddenly burst out,"You're
a confounded cad, Billy."
\\ hat aie you driving at

gasped the unoffending Billy.

"Any fellow that would play a joke like that on a girl—"
"Why, it was your own idea!"
" I know, but afterwards I begged you not to do it."

And Ted sulkily took

his leave.
On the morning after, Daisy was briskly dusting the library, and humming
under her breath, "Every morn I bring thee violets," when the postman's whistle
sent her flying to the door in fine disregard for her apron and dust-cap. There was
only one letter for her, but when Daisy saw it she let fall her duster in consternation.
She rubbed her eyes and looked again.

Yes, it was her own letter to "The Elite

Floral Company," containing her modest avowal of a preference for pink.

Across

the back the postmaster had scrawled:
"No floral company of this name in the city."
Daisy read the words again and again, reddening with shame as she remembered
her display of enthusiasm to the boys the night before.

Oh, if she only had not told
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them about the flowers; or if she had been a shade less extravagant in her joy!
brutes, how they encouraged her!

The

How they would crow over this triumph! She

set her lips and went back to her dusting, thinking of all sorts of wild schemes for
circumventing the cruel wretches.
house, but

She might buy the flowers from a real green

heavens! it would cost more than a new frock.

dening, and she hated them both.

It was positively mad

It was excusable in Billy, but truly she would

never have believed it of Ted.
Wheels outside interrupted her perturbed revery, and she flew to the window
The expressman had stopped his wagon and from the back end was lifting a long box.
"It is flowers,"

whispered Daisy gleefully to herself.

She waited impatiently

for him to deposit his precious burden on the floor, then, dropping to her knees, cut
the cord and tore open the box.
"Pink!" she breathed as she removed the first layer of enveloping tissue paper,
and "Chrysanthemums!" as the last wrapping slipped off".
"Mason Hamblinck.
edly.

Then she spied the card:

On the anniversary of our meeting."

Daisy giggled delight

"To think of that stupid Mason Hamblinck's ever rescuing me, however

unwittingly, from the very jaws of death!
never mind that now.

Where was it I met him, anyway r

Well,

One, two, three," her voice sank to a purring whisper until

she reached the last one, when it rose triumphantly, "eight dozen!"
With a crow of happiness, she tossed the wealth of flowers to the floor, and,
mentally thanking heaven for this miraculous windfall, she sped to the telephone.
"Oh, Billy," she called in tones of honeyed sweetness,

I want you to bring

Ted home to supper this evening."
She lingered hours over the arrangement of the flowers, and ran twenty times
to the door to get the exact effect upon anyone entering.

Then the card had to be
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dropped with studied carelessness on the floor in plain sight; and the box had to be
burned, for it bore in huge lettering the name of a Chicago greenhouse, not The Elite
Floral Company.
It was a very pink little Daisy in a very pink little frock who looked up languidly
from her book when the boys opened the door of the flower-bedecked
evening.

room that

They paused, exchanged bewildered glances.

"So they c-c-camer" stammered Billy.
"So they c-c-came?" stuttered Ted.
Daisy yawned.

"Yes," she drawled indifferently, "but they are not just the

shade of pink I like."

FRANCES O. JONES, '09.
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Mississippi Industrial Institute
and College
The department of Science and Literature is
comprehensive and thorough. The departments of
Industrial and Fine Arts are designed with a view
to making Mississippi women self-supporting.
The location is healthful and the buildings are
well equipped.
Tuition free in all departments except that of
Music.
Two hundred and ninety-two A. B. Diplomas ;
seven ^ hundred and ninety-three Certificates of
Proficiency, and one hundred and twenty-one Nor
mal Diplomas issued since its organization.
Cost of all expenses connected with boarding
department less than ten dollars per month to
Mississippi girls.
The Normal Course is complete.
alPde^artm^nte 3 ^ g r a d u a t e S

and

P rofi eients from

For Catalogue or any information, address the President.

/*"\UR claim to your consideration lies in the fact that we
have applied to our own business
the thought contained in this
quotation from one of the world's
greatest thinkers and practical
workers.

Beautiful forms
and compositions
are not made by
chance, n o r c a n
they ever, in any
material, be made
at small expense.
A composition
for cheapness, and
not for excellence
of workmanship, is
the most frequent
and certain cause
of the rapid decay
and entire destruc
tion of arts a n d
manufactures.

—-Ruskin

If there is anything attractive
beyond the ordinary, in the page
arrangement, cover decoration,
presswork, and general harmony
which distinguish our work, be
assured it has not been due to
chance.
We leave nothing to chance.
Every line, page, volume, as it
comes from our establishment is
the result of a carefully laid, con
scientiously executed plan.
The thought and the super
vision which our system provides
is your guarantee of excellence.
If you have anything to be
printed, write us; if we undertake
it we will do it well.

Hausauer-Jones Printing Co.
253 Ellicott

Street

Buffalo, N. Y.
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THE WOMAN'S STORE
®®®

NO NEED TO SHOP ELSEWHERE
OC# STORE IS YOUR STORE ® ^ ® ®

X

T is our business to please you and merit your patronage. Our merchandise throughout is
of the best, and our prices are as low as consistent business methods will permit. We are
the only store in Columbus dealing only in women's goods and such merchandise as the
women of the family usually buy—we therefore ought to, and do, show bigger stocks and larger
varieties than the general merchandise stores. In navy blue uniform materials, we carry in
stock the year round more than forty different weaves and grades. Our navy blue fall stock
of uniform materials is received the first of July each year in order to give the students plenty
of time to order samples and make out their order.

WE ARE THE ONLY ONE-PRICED CASH
—=
STORE IN COLUMBUS
Give us your business, and we will express our appreciation by providing the best
service possible, the best merchandise, and the lowest prices we can.

R. E. LEIGH,

Columbus, Miss.

THE COLLEGE GIRLS' STORE
Acknowledged by them to be the correct place to secure college uniform
materials, silks and dress goods, gloves, ribbons, corsets, etc.

Shoes and Slippers of every description.
Mattings, Linoleums, Rugs, "Art Squares."

Visit "THE BIG DEPARTMENT STORE" of
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

SIMON LOEB & BRO., Columbus, Miss.

A. G. STARBUCK.

L. A. STARBUCK.

Columbus Ice Cream Co.
- Wholesale and Retail

Family Trade a
Cream Delivered to Any *$• Fancy Creams Made
Specialty
•J*
Part of the City
to Order
' Phone 73

Columbus, Miss.

Especial

L. E. MAYFIELD

and

Prompt

Attention

Given to College Orders

DRUGGIST

Mayo & Weaver

Agency for Huyler's
Candies.

Prescription
Druggists

Nice Line of Perfumes and Toilet
Requisites.

Dealers in fine Chemicals, Per

J- J-

fumes, and Druggists'

Orders for College Girls

Sundries.

Solicited.

Corner Main and Market Streets

117 South Market Street

Columbus, Mississippi.

Lee Pistole

Electric Chafing
Dishes,
Electric Coffee Per
colators,
Electric Flatirons,
Electric Fans,
Gas Stoves,
Gas Hotplates,

DEALER IN

First-class Fresh Meats of all Kinds
Fish, Oysters, and Game

WE HAVE THEM ALL. I
Special arrangements made for
parties to and from Lake Park by
trolley.

Hides and Country^
Produce Bought
and Sold. : : : : : :

Columbus Railway Light
and Power Co.

TELEPHONE No. 264.
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No. 404 MAIN ST.

W. C. BEARD

The Corner

The

Corner

An establishment which has proven itself the college girls' friend. Leads in Dry
Goods, Notions, Shoes, and everything for women.
College patronage especially appreciated. Prompt and careful attention given all orders by mail or phone.
LET US KNOW YOUR WANTS; WE WANT TO FILL THEM.

The Corner

\\T# Q . BEARD

The

Corner

THE FIRST BIG ESTABLISHMENT ON THE CAR LINE

The College Girls Say
that the very best place in the city to buy Rockers,
Screens, Pictures and Picture Frames, Bookshelves,
etc., is at the

Columbus Hardware and Furniture Co.
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in Hardware and Furniture.

COLUMBUS, Mississippi.

Banks Hardware Co.

DAY PHONE, 122

NIGHT PHONE, 149

Gunter Brothers

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

FURNITURE

Heavy and Shelf Hardware,
Buggies, Harness, Plows,
Cultivators, Guns, and Am
munition. : : : : : : :

UNDERTAKERS

UINDftK lAKLKo

Open Day and Night.

O. P. BROWN

Wooden

and Metallic Coffins
Buria, Cases> Robes and
Slippers always in stock.

and

Main and Market Streets

L. B. Divelbiss

DEALER IN

Bookseller and Stationer

Fine Candies, Fruits. Ice Cream
Nmmalhj'H anti Hoftmpg's (Hanbifg

: Spaiding's Athletic Goods :
Pennants, Pins, and I. I. and C. Stationery, Bibles,
Gift Books, and Holiday Novelties.

PHONE No. 50.

-

119 Market Street

I
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415 MAIN ST.,

Tel. 272.

COLUMBUS, MISS.

J. H. STEVENS & SON

Isn't The

The Main Street Grocers

Underwood Typewriter

Better Groceries, both fancy and
staple, cannot be found in Colum
bus.

—

' Just Grand "
"CO M E

A N D

S E E "^

t

Cotrell & Leonard

D R . J . D . O D E N E A L

ALBANY, N. Y.
MAKERS OF

Caps and Gowns
To Industrial Institute and
College, Belhaven College, South
ern Female College, University
of Mississippi, Wellesley, Mount
Holyoke, and all the others. Class
contracts a specialty. Rich gowns
for pulpit and bench.

Bank Building
Columbus

-

-

Mississippi

ROBERTSON & COMPANY

DONOGHUE & DEE

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

G R O C E R I E S

Groceries and General Supplies

and Plantation Supplies. Lime and Cement.
Agents for Studebaker Wagons. Ware
house 7th Ave., between 5th and 6th
Sts., M. & O. R. R. tracks. Phone No.
46. Retail 1 24 Market. Wholesale 42 I
College.

MERCHANTS BLOCK

DR. R. S. CURRY
S p e c i a l i s t

W . W .Westmoreland, D.D.S.

Columbus

EYE, EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT

Columbus

Mississippi
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Mississippi

Marks, Rothenberg & Co.
MERIDIAN, MISSISSIPPI

W. W. CALDWELL & CO.
•

: : : :

COLUMBUS. MISSISSIPPI
Dealers in all kinds of

" The Store of Fads
and Fashions "

A magnificent assortment
of all that's new, nobby,
and reliable in

Dry Goods and Ready-to: : : wear Garments

Staple and Fancy Groceries, Cakes,
Candies, Fruits, etc.
One block North of College Hospital. Special
attention given to College trade. Your patron
age will be appreciated.
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The HORACE PARTRIDGE CO.

Fine Athletic Goods
Basketball, Tennis, Baseball,
Fencing, and Gymnasium Outfits.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOG

The HORACE PARTRIDGE COMPANY, Boston, Mass.
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